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Lots 74 to 225, to be sold Saturday 27 November at approx. 7.30 p.m. AEDT 

 

EXHIBITIONS OF ART & INDUSTRY, 1851-1910 

 

74   GREAT EXHIBITION, London, 1851. Official descriptive catalogue of the 
Great Exhibition. London, 1851. Three volumes thick folio, with folding coloured 
map, double-page coloured plan, and very numerous plates and illustrations; 
original half red morocco gilt-decorated, spine with raised bands, gilt edges, by 
Rivière (a few slight blemishes to the cloth sides). Some foxing.   

The rare and imposing large and superior paper issue, finely bound as issued.  

                                                                                                                         $2000-3000 

75   GREAT EXHIBITION, London, 1851. [MACK, J. Grand panorama of the Great 
Exhibition of All Nations, 1851. London, Illustrated London News, 1852]. Wood-
engraving, hand-coloured, on 11 joined sheets, totalling 28 x 628 centimetres; 
linen-backed as issued.       

Enormous panorama, presenting parallel views of both sides of the exhibition 
hall, with text beneath.  Very scarce in coloured state.                        $1500-2000     

 

 76   GREAT EXHIBITION, London, 1851. PRING Dr J.H., inventor and designer.                                 
A specimen of ornamental engraving on a plate of hardened polished steel, 
effected by means of voltaic electricity. [And] Specimens of steel plates, razor 
and knife blades, steel brooches, etc. in illustration of the method. This 
method of ornamenting is effected solely by means of the electro-magnetic 
agency, without the intervention of any fluid medium, or the employment of 
any acid on the object to be engraved [Exhibition catalogue descriptions]. 

The two exhibits, 38 x 30 and 28 x 20 centimetres; in original birds-eye maple 
frames, under glass. Receipt for a subsequent exhibition, at the London  
Polytechnic, on the back of one frame. 

Rare examples of exhibits from the Great Exhibition: Section IV, Class 30, 
Number 256.                                                                                                 $2000-3000 

 

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-house/peter-arnold-antiquarian-booksellers-gv1kwjgw9a


77   GREAT EXHIBITION, London, 1851. The Art Journal illustrated catalogue.  
[And The Art Journal catalogue of the Exhibition of Art-Industry, Dublin,1853]. 
London, 1851-53. Two volumes in one, folio, profusely illustrated; 
contemporary half green morocco, spine richly gilt. With The illustrated 
catalogue of the Paris International Exhibition, 1878, London, The Art Journal, 
1878, similarly bound. Handsome copies.                                                    $300-400 

 

78   EXHIBITIONS. A complete collection of Victorian Parliamentary Papers 
concerning nineteenth-century Australian and overseas exhibitions, Melbourne, 
1854-99: 54 Papers, small folio, in total about 372 pages; stab-sewn, stapled or 
unbound as issued, and enclosed in a springback folder.                         $600-800 

 

79   GEELONG MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE  EXHIBITION  . . . 1857.  Catalogue. 
Geelong, 1857. Octavo. Pp. 24, [viii, advertisements];  original orange printed 
wrapper (back one lacking). Some staining. 

Very rare: Trove records only the SLV copy. The 512 exhibits included von 
Guerard’s ‘Hobart Town from Kangaroo Flat’ (which was for sale), some 40 
named works by Ludwig Becker, ‘ A native group’ by Robert Dowling, and much 
else of interest.                                                                                             $2000-3000 

 

80   CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUITIES AND WORKS OF ART, exhibited at 
Ironmonger’s Hall, London, in the month of May, 1861. London 1869.                                            
Two volumes folio, with 13 plates, some coloured, 10 facsimiles of autograph 
letters, numerous illustrations, and extra-illustrated with 34 photographs 
mounted on 21 leaves and a window-mounted varnished wood-engraving of 
the exhibition; contemporary half morocco (rubbed), wrappers of the original 
four parts bound in. 

Some foxing, but a singular set, one of 100 on large paper and here with added 
photographs of exhibits.                                                                                 $600-800   

 

81   VICTORIAN EXHIBITION, 1861. Catalogue . . . with prefatory essays. 
Melbourne, 1861 [With] Report on Class III, Indigenous vegetable substances. 
Melbourne, 1862. Two volumes in one, octavo; contemporary red morocco 
with gilt crest on the front board of the Melbourne Public Library, gilt edges, by 
Rivière. Inscribed by Redmond Barry to the Duke of Newcastle. Bookplate of 
John Chapman.                                                                                                  $400-600 



 

82   VICTORIAN EXHIBITION, 1861. Catalogue  . . . with prefatory essays. 
Melbourne, [1861]. Octavo; modern calf retaining the original printed 
wrappers (chipped). Some staining, binding fault in one gathering, without loss. 
Second printing.                                                                                              $100-150   

 

83   LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. Illustrated catalogue of the     
Industrial Department, British Division. London, [1862]. Two volumes thick 
folio, with 5 coloured plates, double-sided plate of the ground plan of the 
exhibition building and the gallery, 3 other plates, and numerous illustrations;  
original gilt-decorated morocco, gilt edges. 

The rare large and superior paper issue of the British Division catalogue, finely 
bound as issued.                                                                                             $800-1000      

 

84   LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862.  WARING, J.B. Masterpieces 
of industrial art and sculpture at the International Exhibition, 1862.  London, 
1863.  Three volumes folio, with 304 chromolithographed plates including 
additional, decorative titles; original red morocco elaborately gilt (extremities 
of spines skilfully repaired), gilt edges. 

An excellent set, very scarce in this condition.  One of the great monuments of 
Victorian book production, with richly coloured plates.                       $1500-2000      

 

85   WHITING, George. The products and resources of Tasmania, as illustrated 
in the International Exhibition, [London], 1862. Second edition, enlarged and 
corrected. Hobart Town, 1862. Octavo, pp. 50; original printed wrappers. 

                                                                                                                             $200-300                                                                                       

86   EXHIBITIONS. A collection of New South Wales Parliamentary Papers 
concerning the colony’s participation in overseas exhibitions, Sydney, 1864-
1900: 15 Papers, including lists of exhibits at the Paris Exhibition of 1878 and 
the World’s Columbian Exhibition, Chicago 1893;  small folio, in total 84 pages, 
stab-sewn, stapled or unbound, as issued.                                                  $150-200 

  



87   DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1865. Catalogue of the products of 
the Colony of Victoria, Australia. Melbourne, 1865. Octavo, pp.16; original 
printed wrappers. 

Including lists of books and pamphlets.   Rare: not found on Trove, though 
there is a copy in SLV.                                                                                      $300-400                                                                                            

 

88   NEW ZEALAND EXHIBITION, Dunedin, 1865. Official catalogue.  Dunedin, 
[1865].  Octavo, pp. 156, viii, [20, advertisements], with folding plan.               
With,                                                                                                                                                              
WATSON, J. Forbes. New Zealand Exhibition, 1865. A classified list of 
contributions from British India and its dependencies. London, 1864. Pp.64.                                    
With,                                                                                                                                                                
McLANDRESS, HEPBURN & CO., auctioneers. Catalogue of exhibits in the New 
Zealand Exhibition, 1865, to be sold by auction. Dunedin, [1865]. Pp.40. 

Three volumes in one; half  calf. A few advertisement leaves a little 
waterstained.   

The first New Zealand industrial exhibition: a rare group.                    $800-1000 

 

89   NEW ZEALAND EXHIBITION, Dunedin, 1865. Reports and awards of the 
jurors. Dunedin, 1866. Thick octavo; original limp cloth with later printed label 
(joints a little  worn).  Very scarce.                                                                $400-600                                       

 

90   INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION OF AUSTRALASIA, Melbourne, 1866-67. 
Official record . . . and essays and statistics of the social and economic 
resources of the Australasian colonies. Melbourne, 1867. Thick octavo, with          
a folding plan, folding coloured map and 4 plates, including a large folding 
geological section;  original cloth (a little worn). Bound with, as issued,  
KNIGHT, J.G.,  The  Australasian  colonies at the International Exhibition, 
London 1862, Melbourne, 1865, and his Treatise on Australian building stones, 
London, 1864 . 

Presentation copy to Nathaniel Levi, who was the first Jew to sit in the 
Victorian parliament. With, loosely enclosed, a carte-de-visite photograph of 
Andrew Rider, ‘photographic artist’ of Williamstown, and winner of a medal at 
this exhibition for photographic views.                                                        $600-800     

 



91   ELLIS, Thomas & Co., photographers.  Australian Intercolonial Exhibition 
photographs, Melbourne, 1866-67 [cover title]. Melbourne, 1866. Large folio, 
22 mounted photographs, each 28 x 23 centimetres; loosely enclosed as issued 
in half roan portfolio,  neatly rebacked, in folding cloth box. Some plates a little 
faded, a few slightly silverfished at the edges. 

Very rare photographic record of the Intercolonial Exhibition of Australasia, 
when for four months the Australian colonies—as well as New Zealand, New 
Caledonia, Netherlands-India and Mauritius—came together for the first time 
to display their industry, manufactures and natural wealth. Included are 4 fine 
photographs of the Art Gallery, 4 of the Furniture Court, and 3 of the Western 
Australian Court. Trove records only the SLV copy, with 24 plates.   $4000-6000                               

 

92   INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION OF AUSTRALASIA, Melbourne, 1866-67.  
Catalogue of contributions made by Tasmania. Hobart Town, 1866. Small 
quarto, pp.24; original printed fawn wrappers. Rare.                              $400-600                                                

 

93   INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION OF AUSTRALASIA, Melbourne, 1866-67.  
South Australia. Catalogue of contributions . . . Adelaide 1866.  Octavo, pp. 24; 
original printed lilac wrappers.  Rare.                                                           $400-600 

 

94   SOUTH AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Catalogue of the grand general exhibition . . . held on November 7th and 8th,  
1867. Adelaide, 1867. Octavo, pp. 44 stab-sewn as issued.  Slight marginal 
defects. 

Rare: not in Ferguson; only the SLSA and SLV copies located by Trove. 

                                                                                                                             $600-800 

95   LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1873. Official record [with] 
essays and statistics. Melbourne, 1873. Octavo; original cloth (head and foot of 
spine neatly repaired). 

Scarce;  including, as well as the catalogue of the Victorian exhibits in London, 
catalogues for those at the Melbourne Exhibition of 1872-73 and the Vienna 
Exhibition of 1873. The Rev. Bleasdale contributes 34 pages on colonial wines.   

                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 



96   VICTORIAN INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION, 1875. Preparatory to the 
Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876.  Official catalogue of exhibits. Melbourne, 1875. 
Octavo, with illustrated advertisements, some on coloured paper; 
contemporary calf, spine fully gilt, by Detmold. Presentation copy, inscribed by 
the president of the Commission, Redmond Barry.                                    $300-400                                                                                                          

 

97   PHILADELPHIA CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION OF 1876 [and Victorian 
Intercolonial Exhibition, Melbourne, 1875]. Official record [of both exhibitions].   
Melbourne, 1875. Thick octavo; contemporary  crimson morocco  elaborately 
gilt , gilt edges, by Detmold.   Presentation copy, inscribed by Redmond Barry.  
Bookplate of John Chapman.  

Many of the exhibits at the Melbourne exhibition were sent on to Philadelphia.    

                                                                                                                             $600-800 

98   GEELONG MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE  INDUSTRIAL AND FINE ARTS 
EXHIBITION, 1876. Catalogue. Geelong [1876]. Octavo, pp. [iv, advertisements], 
36, [xii, advertisements]; original  printed lilac wrappers (slightly stained).  

Second printing (styled on the wrapper ‘Second edition’), but apparently 
neither printing recorded. 842 exhibits, including von Guerard’s ‘Govett’s Leap 
and Grose River Valley, Blue Mountains’ and works by other notable colonial 
artists.                                                                                                            $1500-2000 

 

99   PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878. Victoria, Australia. Official catalogue 
of exhibits. London, 1878. Pp. [ii], 274.                                                                                                   
With,                                                                                                                                                              
EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE DE PARIS, 1878. Catalogue des produits exposés par 
la Colonie de Victoria, Australie. Paris, 1878. Pp.38,[ii]. 

Two volumes octavo, together in half cloth retaining the printed wrappers of 
the second-named. 

Both rare, and the first work of particular interest for the long lists of 
publications and photographs exhibited: some 300  books and pamphlets, 
including fiction, and many named photographic views, with country towns 
and Melbourne’s suburbs well-represented.                                              $400-600   

 

100   PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878.  Report of the Commissioners for 
Victoria.  Melbourne, 1879. Thick large octavo, with very numerous plates, 



some folding, and illustrations, mostly of machinery of various kinds; 
contemporary half green morocco. Presentation copy, inscribed by the 
president of the Victorian Commission, James Casey, to his fellow 
commissioner, William McCulloch.  Bookplate of John Chapman. 

Fine copy of an elaborate production.                                                         $600-800 

 

101   PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878.  Official catalogue of the natural and 
industrial products of New South Wales. Sydney, 1878. Octavo; quarter cloth.  

Also including paintings and drawings, photographs, printing and binding. 

                                                                                                                             $200-300  

 

102   PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878.  BIRDWOOD, George C. M. 
Handbook to the British Indian Section, Paris Universal Exhibition. London, 
[1878].  Octavo, with 6 wood-engraved plates; finely bound in contemporary 
dark brown morocco, sides with gilt arabesque decoration. Some foxing.      

                                                                                                                             $300-400     

 

103   SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1879. Official record. Sydney, 1881. 
Thick large octavo, with frontispiece, 2 folding coloured maps and folding 
coloured plan; original pictorially gilt-stamped red morocco. Some foxing. 

The scarce presentation issue, its splendid binding well-preserved; with                 
a leather presentation label on the front pastedown.                              $500-600 

 

104   SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1879. Notes on the Sydney 
International  Exhibition. Sydney, 1880.  Octavo, with 37 phototype plates and 
miniature medallion portrait of the printer, Thomas Richards, in the title 
imprint; original green morocco elaborately gilt, gilt edges (spine a little worn 
at head and foot).   

Scarce pictorial record.                                                                                    $600-800               

 

105   SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1879. Souvenir presented to              
I. F. Holle Esq.  and family by the members of the Austrian Commission at the 
Sydney International  Exhibition [binder’s title]. Sydney, 1879. Oblong folio, 



letterpress leaf printed in gold and signed by the four members of the Austrian 
Commission, and 11 mounted photographs by Richards & Co., albumen prints,  
28 x 31 centimetres or 23 x 28 centimetres;  original red morocco with 
ornamental gilt borders, gilt edges. 

Fine large photographs of the Austrian exhibits, in a handsome binding. Holle 
was a judge at the exhibition.                                                                    $1000-1500 

 

106   SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1879. Official catalogue of the 
British section. London, [1879]. Octavo, with numerous wood-engraved 
illustrations; faux leather retaining the lettered panel from the original cloth, 
gilt edges.  A little foxing.                                                                                $200-300 

 

107   SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1879. United States Court. Official  
catalogue of exhibits. Sydney, 1879. Octavo, pp.viii, 46, [iv]; original printed 
wrappers (a little stained). Small defects in outer margin of title.  Rare. 

                                                                                                                            $200-300     

 

108   MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1880-81. Official record. 
Melbourne, 1882. Thick large octavo, with 3 folding plates, text illustrations 
and illustrated advertisements; original half calf (rebacked with the spine 
mounted, sides a little marked).                                                                   $200-300 

 

109   MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1880-81. Suite of photographs 
of the exhibition by Ludovico Hart, Melbourne, 1880: title sheet and 60 
albumen prints, each 23 x 29 centimetres, mounted on card with printed 
captions and numbers, contained in a folding cloth box preserving the front 
central panel from the original leather binding, lettered  ‘Hon. George F.                  
Verdon, K.C.M.C.G.B’. Some foxing on a few mounts and the title sheet, first 
print with slight defects, generally in excellent state. 

Rare and important series, comprising 60 of the 61 prints produced: the 
Exhibition Building Trust holds two sets, one of 61 and the other of 58.                                        
For the identity of the photographer, see the article in Exposure, the 
Melbourne Camera Club Newsletter, August, 1992, a photocopy of which 
accompanies the lot.  Sir George Verdon, the recipient of this set, was vice-
president of the Exhibition Commission.  With a similar large mounted  



photograph of exhibits, by Nettleton.                                              $10,000-15,000 

 

110   MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1880-81. Report of the 
Executive Commissioner [for New South Wales]. Sydney, 1881. Large octavo, 
with 2 folding plans and 6 autotype plates; original black morocco. A little 
foxed.                                                                                                                  $300-400 

 

111   NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, Wellington, 1885. The official 
record. Wellington, 1886. Large octavo, with a folding plan; original gilt-
decorated cloth.                                                                                                $200-300 

 

112   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86. Report of the 
Royal Commission for Victoria. Melbourne, 1887. Victorian Parliamentary 
Paper, small folio, pp. xxii, 104, with a plan, 6 engraved plates and  6                       
photographic plates, two folding;  contemporary half morocco. Presentation 
copy to one of the exhibition commissioners, Jenkin Collier. Some foxing. 

Four of the plates are from photographs by J.W. Lindt.                            $400-500 

 

113   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86.  Suite of 8 
mounted photographs, albumen prints on thick card, each 19 x 24 centimetres 
or the reverse, with inked captions. Mounts a little foxed. 

Views of the Australian colonial courts, including three of the Aboriginal 
tableaux, the remarkably lifelike figures modelled in wax and papier maché by 
Max Kreitmeyer (for whom see ADB).  A rare group.                            $3000-4000 

 

114   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86. LANGTREE,                                      
Charles W.  A descriptive catalogue of rocks, minerals, and fossils, illustrative of 
the geology, mineralogy and mining resources of Victoria, exhibited for and on 
behalf of the Government. Melbourne, 1886. Octavo, pp. 56; contemporary 
crimson morocco ornately gilt, gilt edges. One opening a little browned.  

A very handsome copy, with an inscription on the front endpaper by James 
McEwan, founder of the famous Melbourne firm of ironmongers.  Not in 
Ferguson and unrecorded by Trove, though held by SLV.  A revised edition, also 
rare, was prepared for the Centennial Exhibition, Melbourne, 1888-89.   



                                                                                                                             $400-600 

 

115   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86. New South Wales 
at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition. Sydney, 1886. Octavo, with folding 
coloured map and folding table; original cloth (head of spine worn).    $150-200  

 

116   IDEM, the second printing, styled ‘second edition’, of the same year; 
original cloth. Some foxing.                                                                            $150-200 

 

117   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86.  Queensland: its 
resources and institutions. Essays . . . edited by Price Fletcher. London, 1886. 
Octavo, with folding lithographed map and text illustrations; contemporary 
half calf rebacked with the spine mounted. Stamp of the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh in a few places.         

Scarce collection of 15 separately printed essays.                                     $200-300  

 

118   COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1885-86.  Reports of the 
colonial sections of the Exhibition. Edited by H. Trueman Wood. London, 1887. 
Octavo; original cloth.                                                                                    $100-150 

 

119   ALBERT PARK ART & INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION AND FLOWER SHOW. [List 
of exhibits].   Melbourne, [circa 1885]. Octavo, pp.8;  stab-sewn as issued. 
Vertical fold crease.  

Apparently unrecorded.                                                                                  $300-400 

 

120   ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1887. Reports of juries 
and official list of awards. Adelaide, 1889. Large octavo, with 2 plans, one 
folding; original cloth, a fine copy. Bookplate of John Chapman.           $400-600                 

 

121   ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1887.  Catalogue of 
exhibits in the Victorian Court. Melbourne, [1887].   Octavo; contemporary red 
morocco gilt-decorated, gilt edges, a very handsome copy. Bookplate of John 
Chapman.                                                                                                           $500-700 



         

122   ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1887. Report of the 
Executive Commissioner for New South Wales. Sydney, 1890. Large octavo, 
with 3 folding plans; original cloth. Some foxing.                                      $200-300                       

                                                                                                          

123   ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1887. Report of the 
Royal Commission. London, 1888. Octavo, pp.374, with 2 double-page 
photographic plates, 3 folding plans and 2 coloured maps; original printed 
wrappers (slightly chipped).                                                                           $300-400                                         

 

124   EXHIBITION OF WOMEN’S INDUSTRIES, Sydney, 1888. Official catalogue. 
Sydney, 1888. Octavo, pp. [ii], 152 including 2 plans; original printed wrappers 
(neatly laid down to repair chipped edges, with very slight loss to 
advertisements on back wrapper). Rare.                                                   $800-1000 

 

125   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89. Official  
catalogue of exhibits [and] Commission, list of commissioners, rules and 
regulations [and] Official guide to the picture galleries [and] Special catalogue 
of the exhibits in the Armament Court. Melbourne, 1888-89. Five volumes in 
one, as issued (the official catalogue in two volumes), text plan and numerous 
illustrations; contemporary calf (rebacked with the spine mounted, hinges 
strengthened), gilt edges.                                                                               $400-500   

 

126   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89. Official 
record. Melbourne, 1890. Thick large octavo, with large folding plan and 2 
other plans, 10 folding plates; original cloth (stained and wearing).     $100-150    

 

127   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89. 
Catalogue of the exhibits in the New South Wales Court. Sydney, 1888. Large 
octavo; original cloth.                                                                                      $300-400   

 

127A   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89.  
Catalogue of the exhibits in the Queensland Court. [Bound with 6 related 
publications]. Brisbane, 1888. Octavo; contemporary plum calf (slightly 



marked), spine fully gilt, gilt edges, for Lady Loch, wife of the Governor of 
Victoria, with her name gilt-lettered on the front board.  

The additional works including 3 by Frederick Manson Mailey on the 
Queensland flora, and the catalogue of exhibits from British New Guinea 
organized by J.W.Lindt, with a list of his photographs of ‘New  Guinea natives, 
scenery, etc.’                                                                                                    $400-600 

 

128   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89.                                        
SMITH, H. Burdett. Report by the Executive Commissioner [for New South 
Wales]. Sydney, 1890. Large octavo, with frontispiece, folding plan and 22 
photographic plates of the New South Wales Court; contemporary crimson 
morocco elaborately gilt, gilt edges. Some foxing. 

Presentation copy, inscribed by the author in 1894 to the Mayor of Sydney,                                                          
Sir William Manning.                                                                                       $300-400 

 

129   CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Melbourne, 1888-89. The 
pictorial souvenir of the Melbourne Centennial International Exhibition, 1888-
9. Melbourne, [1888]. Small quarto, pp.32, with wood-engraved illustrations + 
2 inserted advertisement leaves; original pictorial wrappers (spine taped).              
A little marginal wear.        

Special issue of the Australian Juvenile Missionary Magazine.  Rare: including 
views of Ocean Grove, Queenscliff, Sorrento and Portsea, Dromana and 
Arthur’s Seat.                                                                                                  $150-200                     

 

130   NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH SEAS EXHIBITION, Dunedin, 1888-89. Official 
record. Wellington, 1891. Octavo, with plan of the exhibition, folding map,             
8 folding plans or diagrams and one other plate; original  purple cloth (spine 
faded).                                                                                                                $200-300 

 

131   NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH SEAS  EXHIBITION, Dunedin, 1889-90.  
Illustrated handbook of Victoria, together with official catalogue of exhibits in 
the Victorian Court.  Melbourne, 1889.  Quarto, with 2 folding lithographed 
maps and 28 photo-engraved plates, some folding; contemporary crimson 
morocco, sides with gilt foliate borders, gilt edges. A fine and very attractive 



copy,  inscribed ‘With the President’s compliments’. Bookplate of John 
Chapman.  

Including folding birds-eye views of Melbourne, Ballarat and Bendigo. Not in 
Ferguson.                                                                                                         $800-1000   

 

132   THOMAS, Julian. Australie en avant ! Victoria in 1889. Melbourne, 1889. 
Tall octavo, pp. [viii], 56, with folding map and 20 plates, including 3 of                                       
wineries; original pictorial stiff wrappers cloth-backed (slightly worn, staples 
rusting). 

Produced for the Exposition Universelle, Paris 1889.                                $150-200 

 

133   AUSTRALIAN JUVENILE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, BALLARAT, 1890-91. 
Catalogue of the exhibits. Ballarat, 1890.  Octavo, pp. 122 +2 inserted 
advertisement leaves on coloured paper; original cloth (unevenly faded and             
a little stained).  

Very rare: Trove locates only the  SLNSW copy. The exhibitors included Hugh 
Ramsay of Essendon, then thirteen, showing a watercolour, and R. Lindsay of 
Creswick, pen and ink sketches: Ruby Lindsay was then only five, so this may 
have been Robert.                                                                                       $1000-1500 

 

134   TASMANIAN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Launceston, 1891-92. Official 
catalogue of exhibits. Launceston, 1891. Octavo, pp. [iv], xvi (advertisements], 
181, xvii-xxiii (advertisements), with folding plan; original printed wrappers 
(slightly chipped).   Very scarce.                                                                    $400-600    

 

135   TASMANIAN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Launceston, 1891-92. Official 
record. Launceston, 1893.  Large octavo, with frontispiece of the exhibition 
building; original  pictorial cloth.                                                                  $400-600    

 

136   WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXHIBITION, Chicago, 1893. Catalogue of exhibits 
in the New South Wales Courts. Sydney, 1893. Thick large octavo; original cloth 
(head and foot of spine neatly repaired).                                                     $200-250   

 



137   WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXHIBITION, Chicago, 1893. [RENWICK, Sir Arthur]. 
Report of the Executive Commissioner for New South Wales. Sydney, 1894. 
Thick large octavo, with a profusion of plates and plans, some folding; original 
cloth. A few small stamps, but a very good copy.                                       $300-400                               

 

138   WORLD’S  COLUMBIAN EXHIBITION,  Chicago, 1893. Pamphlets issued by 
the New South Wales Commissioners. Sydney, 1893.Two volumes thick large 
octavo; original cloth, with numerous plates and maps. Fine copies. 

The collective issue of the 18 pamphlets published for the exhibition, including 
two on the Aborigines of New South Wales, by John Fraser and by George 
Thornton and Richard Hill; Coleman Hyman’s Account of the coins, coinages 
and currency of Australasia; E.W.O’Sullivan’s  Social, industrial, political, and 
co-operative associations in New South Wales; and three works on fisheries.            

                                                                                                                           $800-1000  

 

139   TASMANIAN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1894-95. Souvenir, Hobart 
Exhibition [binder’s title]. Hobart, [1895]. Oblong octavo, with 13 mounted 
gelatin silver prints by Beattie of the exhibition and of Hobart scenery, each 10 
x 14 centimetres; contemporary black calf, gilt edges.  Bookplate of John 
Chapman.                                                                                                           $600-800    

 

140   OTAGO JUBILEE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, 1898. Official record. Dunedin, 
1898. Octavo, with photographic plates; original cloth.                          $300-400 

 

141   GREATER BRITAIN EXHIBITION, Earl’s Court, London, 1899. Official 
catalogue. London, [1899]. Octavo, with a folding coloured plan; contemporary 
maroon calf, sides with roll-tooled gilt border, gilt edges. The copy of the vice-
president of the Victorian Commission for this exhibition, William McCulloch, 
M.L.C., so lettered on the front board.                                                          $200-300             

 

142   WATT, Sir George. Indian art at Delhi, 1903. Being the official catalogue of 
the Delhi Exhibition, 1902-1903. Calcutta, [1903]. Thick large octavo, with 
numerous plates, mostly from photographs; original half morocco gilt-
decorated.  



Presentation copy of the leatherbound issue, inscribed by the author. 

                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

143   FIRST AUSTRALIAN EXHIBITION OF WOMEN’S WORK . . . Exhibition 
Building, Melbourne, October 23rd to November 30th, 1907. Melbourne, 1907. 
Octavo, pp. 400 including numerous portraits, illustrations and advertisements; 
original pictorial wrappers.  

Scarce and sought-after.                                                                             $1000-1500 

 

 

144   NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, 
Christchurch, 1906-07. COWAN, James.  Official record. A descriptive and 
historical account. Wellington, 1910.  Quarto, with folding plan and 
photographic illustrations throughout; original cloth.                              $150-200                                           

 

                       _________________________________________ 

 

145   THE AUSTRALASIAN FEDERAL DIRECTORY OF TRADES AND PROFESSIONS.   
Melbourne & Sydney, J.W.F. Rogers, [1888]. Large octavo, with 12 double-page 
coloured maps; original cloth (slightly stained).  

The first of two editions, neither in Ferguson.                                            $200-300 

 

146   THE AUSTRALIAN PASTORAL DIRECTORY, 1901 [-1963]. Sydney, The 
Pastoral Review, 1901-1963.  Twenty- seven volumes octavo; well-bound in 
uniform half morocco.  

The publisher’s file set of all issues from the twentieth century, many volumes 
extensively annotated with additions and corrections. The directory was first 
published in 1893, the first two issues as the Australian Federal Pastoral 
Directory, and appeared biennially until 1939; thereafter it was irregular, 
running to seven more issues between 1943 and 1963. The four issues from 
the 1890s are very rare, those from the two succeeding decades not much less 
so.                                                                                                                $8000-10,000 

 



147   [AUSTRALIAN SILVER]. Photographs. Presentation from the people of 
Australia to H.M.S. Commonwealth [binding title]. [Adelaide, 1911]. Large 
oblong quarto, with 4 photographs, silver gelatin prints, 19 x 26 or 19 x 13 
centimetres, mounted on thick card; contemporary blue morocco, the sides 
with ornamental gilt borders. Bookplate of Josiah Symon. 

A fine record of the magnificent silver table-centre and the silver shield 
presented by the people of Australia to the officers and men of the British 
battleship H.M.S. Commonwealth,  in recognition of the ship having been 
named after the new Commonwealth. The table-centre comprises a working 
model of Cook’s Endeavour on a base with dolphins and scallops, the ship’s 
rigging constructed with, reportedly, a mile of silver wire; and the shield is an 
elaborate creation including Australian flora and fauna.  Both were made by 
W.F. Ward, of Sydney, at a cost of 1150 pounds, and the prime mover in raising 
the funds was Sir Josiah Symon, the original owner of this handsome 
memento.                                                                                                          $400-600 

 

148   BARNETT, P. Neville. Australian book-plates and book-plates of interest to 
Australia.  Sydney, Privately Printed, 1950. Large quarto, with numerous 
tipped-in or laid-in plates, and text illustrations; original quarter imitation 
parchment. The standard issue of 200 signed and numbered copies.    $300-400 

 

149    BELL, E. Weston. The Scottish deerhound.  With notes on its origin and 
characteristics. London, 1892 [reprinted in facsimile, Leeds, 1990]. Tall octavo, 
with plates and illustrations; original quarter morocco in cloth slipcase. Edition 
limited to 250 copies (this copy out of series). With WHITEHEAD, G. Kenneth, 
The deerstalking grounds of Great Britain and Ireland, London, 1960, cloth in 
dustjacket.  Both fine.                                                                                      $200-300 

 

150   BROWNHILL, Walter Randolph. The history of Geelong and Corio Bay.  
[Geelong], 1955. Thick large quarto, profusely illustrated; original rexine. 

                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

151   THE BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF LONDON  AND PROVINCIAL TRADE GUIDE.  
Eleventh annual edition. London, J.S.C. Morris, 1873. Very thick large octavo; 
original gilt-decorated cloth.  



A well-preserved copy of this massive work, running to more than 1000 pages 
including advertisements. No doubt rare in this condition.                     $250-350 

 

152   IDEM, the 1874 edition, in similar condition.                                     $250-300 

 

153   THE CARRIAGE BUILDERS’ AND HARNESS MAKERS’ ART JOURNAL. Volume 
1[-3]. London, 1859-62. Three volumes large quarto, with 166 lithographed 
plates, of which 39 of carriages are hand-coloured and finished with gum 
arabic; contemporary quarter green roan (rubbed, volumes 2 & 3 misnumbered 
by the binder). Some foxing. 

With exceptionally fine coloured plates. The second volume lacks one 
uncoloured plate of a harness, but includes two plates not called for in the list 
of illustrations. One further volume was published.   With a very good album of 
press cuttings concerning coaching in England, 1911-38, and particularly the 
American sportsman Alfred G. Vanderbilt (who was lost on the Lusitania), 
including 12 mounted coaching timetables:  about 150 pages.         $2000-3000   

 

154   COX AND CO., publishers. Sydney Post Office Directory, 1857. Second year 
of publication.  Sydney, [1857]. Octavo; original cloth ( joints split, lacking front 
free endpaper). 

The advertisements include a full-page wood-engraved view of the Sir Joseph 
Banks Hotel Zoological Gardens, with two elephants in the foreground, by 
George French Angas.                                                                                      $150-200 

 

154A   ELLISTON, William Gore, compiler and publisher. Elliston’s Hobart Town 
Almanack and (Ross’s) Van Diemen’s Land Annual for 1837. Hobart Town, 
[1837]. Duodecimo, with hand-coloured frontispiece and 2 folding maps ; uncut 
in modern quarter calf. Repair to bottom inner margin of title and frontispiece. 

The two maps are ‘Chart of Forestier’s and Tasman’s Peninsulas’, by T. J. 
Lempriere, and  ‘Chart of part of Australia and Van Diemen’s Land shewing the 
geographical position of V.D.s Land and the new settlement, Port Phillip’. 

                                                                                                                             $400-600 

 



155  ELLISTON, William Gore, compiler and publisher.  The Hobart Town 
Almanack and Van Diemen’s Land Annual for 1838. Hobart Town, [1838]. 
Duodecimo, with a pair of coloured  signals plates; later half sheep (a little 
rubbed). Lacking the frontispiece and folding table.                                 $150-200                          

 

156   FASAL, John M.  The Rolls-Royce Twenty. [Abington, Oxfordshire, 1979]. 
Thick octavo, profusely illustrated, partly in colour; original crimson morocco,  
spine panelled with raised bands, git arms on the front board, gilt edges, by 
Sangorski  & Sutcliffe, the pictorial dustjacket retained. 

The de luxe issue of 50 signed and numbered copies, sumptuously bound, and 
with 2 additional leaves signed by early Rolls-Royce employees.           $600-800 

 

157  [FEDERATION]. COMMONWEALTH CELEBRATIONS. Souvenir invitation 
cards, Victoria [binding title]. Melbourne, 1901. Oblong folio, with 5 souvenir 
invitations printed in colours and gold; contemporary pebbled cloth gilt-lettered 
and with ornamental gilt border (cloth slightly spotted). 

A nice set of these attractive printings, the first invitation designed by Norman 
Lindsay and John Longstaff, the third by Julian and Howard Ashton.     $600-800 

                                                                                                                              

 

158   [FEDERATION]. Official programme to celebrate the opening of the first 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, by His Royal Highness the Duke 
of Cornwall and York. Melbourne, 1901. Quarto, pp.[ii], 48, [ii], illustrated  
throughout; pictorial wrappers by Norman Lindsay in original blue roan gilt- 
decorated. 

The rare leatherbound issue with the wrappers printed in colour, inscribed by 
the compiler, J.B. Castieau. Loosely enclosed is a promotional flyer for the 
Commonwealth Annual, including caricatures of federal politicians.     

                                                                                                                           $800-1000 

 

159   [FINN, Edmund] ‘Garryowen’. Chronicles of early Melbourne, 1835 to 
1852;  historical, anecdotal and personal. Melbourne, 1888. Two volumes 
quarto, with numerous portraits, facsimiles and other plates; original gilt-



decorated morocco (neatly rebacked, sides a bit stained), gilt edges. Some 
foxing.                                                                                                                 $300-400 

                                                                                                                       

160   FOX, Matthew, editor. The history of Queensland. Its people and 
industries. Brisbane, 1919-23. Three volumes thick quarto, illustrated from 
photographs throughout; neat binder’s cloth.                                                         

Massive and historically invaluable work, running to nearly 3000 pages. 

                                                                                                                         $1000-1500 

 

161   THE GEELONG COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY AND ALMANAC FOR 1854.  
Geelong, [1854]. Duodecimo, with a folding map of the town; original labelled 
cloth (a little stained). 

Only edition of the first Geelong directory, rare.                                   $1000-1500 

  

162   THE GEELONG DIRECTORY FOR 1858. Compiled by John Tanner.  Geelong, 
[1858].  Octavo; original cloth (a little stained).  Two impressions of the stamp 
of the Bank of Australasia at head of title, but internally very good.       

The only edition, rare.                                                                                   $800-1000          

 

163   THE GEELONG AND WESTERN DISTRICT GENERAL  DIRECTORY  . . . 1861. 
Geelong, 1861.  Small octavo; original cloth-backed labelled boards (a little 
used).   

Also the only edition and rare.                                                                     $800-1000 

 

164   GREVILLE, Edward, editor. The official directory and almanac of Australia. 
Sydney, [1883]. Octavo; contemporary morocco, the front board with elaborate 
gilt-stamped decoration incorporating the Eureka flag, repeated in blind on the 
back board, gilt edges.  A fine presentation binding, with an inscription on the 
front endpaper from the editor to the printer, John Sands.                     $400-600 

                                                                                                                             

 



165   HOW, George Evelyn Paget and HOW, Jane Penrice.  English and Scottish 
silver spoons, mediaeval to late Stuart. London, Privately Printed, 1952-57. 
Three volumes folio, illustrated throughout; original cloth, top edges gilt, in 
dustjackets. Some foxing. Edition limited to 550 numbered sets.            $400-600 

 

166   [HOWAT, William]. Album of photographs of the William Howat 
collection, in situ at ‘Glaisnock’, his home in West Melbourne, taken in 1919: 
oblong quarto, with 84 gelatin silver prints, each 15 x 20 centimetres or the 
reverse, by E. Brick of Akers & Co., mounted on 42 leaves: contemporary  
morocco (neatly rebacked with the spine mounted), paper label.  

A fine commissioned record of a house of treasures, collected over several 
decades by the manager of the Clarke family estates. Displayed in the nineteen 
rooms is an astonishing collection of Oriental, European and tribal art objects, 
together with pictures, bookcases and closets holding some 20,000  volumes—
many of which are recognisable (with the aid of a glass) in the sharp  images— 
and much else.                                                                                                                                            
Howat died in July 1935, aged 85, and the collection was dispersed in a series 
of auctions by Leonard Joel, over eleven days in November, the books taking 
four days.  With, loosely enclosed, the Joel catalogue for the five days’ sale of 
‘Art treasures, etc.’, principally Oriental art, of which Howat was a pioneer 
Australian collector and connoisseur.                                                      $3000-4000             

 

167   HOWITT, William, maker. Wooden folder, of blue gum and figured 
blackwood, with brass hinges and clasp, opening to a paired display measuring 
35 x 50 centimetres: one half with 12 inlaid specimens of Australian timbers, 
the names incised below, the other with 5 inset carvings, comprising a central  
roundel  bust of Queen Victoria, in red gum, surrounded by carvings in various 
woods depicting Australian fauna in floral settings; the artist’s name incised at 
the foot, and dated Melbourne, 1895. 

A fine example of the work of this noted woodcarver, winner of numerous 
prizes at international exhibitions of art and industry.  In the year after its 
completion he was commissioned to carve the furnishings for St. Paul’s 
Cathedral, Melbourne. For further information on his career, see the entry  
in ADB.                                                                                                         $6000-8000           

 



168   JENKINS, George H. A monograph on the Parliament House, Melbourne. 
Melbourne, 1886.  Large quarto, pp. 28 + 7 mounted photographs; 
contemporary gilt-decorated red morocco, gilt edges. 

Inscribed by the author to Lady Hopetoun, wife of the Governor of Victoria, 
1889-95. Ferguson calls for 8 plates, but copies vary considerably: probably 
complete as issued.                                                                                         $300-400 

 

169   THE JOURNAL OF DESIGN AND MANUFACTURES. London, 1849-52. 
Volume 1 number 1- volume 6 number 36, all published: six volumes octavo, 
with a total of 222 inserted fabric or wallpaper samples, 3 folding floor plans of 
the Great Exhibition, 9 other plates and numerous text illustrations; uncut in 
quarter morocco, complete with the ‘Journal of Design Advertiser’ at the end of 
each volume. 

A very good set of this sought-after Victorian design journal, with a wonderful 
array of vivid fabric and wallpaper samples, including nine more than are called 
for on the title-pages.                                                                                  $6000-8000 

 

170   KAY, John. A series of original portraits and caricature etchings  . . . with 
biographical sketches and illustrative anecdotes. Edinburgh, 1837-1838. Two 
volumes quarto, with 329 engraved plates; contemporary half olive morocco, 
gilt edges. Some slight foxing, an attractive set. 

An appendix volume with 30 plates was subsequently published.         $600-800 

 

171   LAWSON, James R., auctioneers of Sydney. The firm’s file copies of their 
auction catalogues, 1887-1959: some 540 catalogues, and about 70 duplicates, 
various formats, nearly all letterpress but a handful in the Depression years 
processed, from a few pages in extent to more than a hundred; some with 
printed wrappers but most sewn or stapled without them, as issued. Some of 
the early catalogues with staining or marginal defects, a few lacking wrappers, 
but generally in good state, within plastic sleeves in 22 Lever Arch folders. 

A highly important archive: from the first decade of the twentieth century 
Lawsons dominated the auction market in New South Wales for fine art and 
antiques, and this is by far the fullest extant series of their catalogues.                                         
Most are the auctioneer’s copies, with the prices obtained entered on the 
rostrum by James Lawson or his son Max, who succeeded him after his death 
in 1926; many also have the buyers’ names and added lots in manuscript or 



typescript, and some supply the names of anonymous vendors. Most of the 
duplicates are the clerk’s copies, often with additional information.                                                                                          
There are three catalogues from the nineteenth century: the notable sale of 
the contents of four Irish country houses, in 1887; the dispersal in 1895 of the 
pen drawings commissioned by the Picturesque Atlas of Australasia; and the 
auction of the estate of Henry Parkes in 1896, including 314 lots of books.                                    
The Edwardian decade is represented by 39 catalogues, including those for the 
antiques collection of Barbara Baynton, in 1904, and for the library of A.G. 
Stephens three years later. Thereafter, until 1959, there are multiple 
catalogues for each year.                                                                                                                          
As well as the many catalogues of art sales, and the several of dedicated book 
sales, those for the numerous onsite dispersals of the contents of grand homes 
also often include significant art collections and fine libraries.      

Bought from Lawsons by John Hawkins in 2000, when the firm changed hands, 
these catalogues are an invaluable record of provenance and of changing taste 
in collecting and decorating. 

Sold with a copy of the centenary history of Lawsons, The auctioneers, by Carl 
Ruhen, Sydney, 1984.                                                                           $20,000-30,000 

 

172   LEAVITT, T.W.H., editor. The jubilee history of Tasmania. Melbourne, 
[circa 1888]. Two volumes quarto, with numerous lithographed views and 
portraits; original half roan (rubbed, one endpaper renewed), gilt edges. A little 
foxing. 

In reality the Tasmanian edition of Leavitt’s Jubilee history of Victoria and 
Melbourne: the Tasmanian content, most of which was provided by James 
Smith, accounts for only a third of the work.                                              $400-600 

 

173   LOUDON, J.C. An encyclopedia of cottage, farm, and villa architecture and 
furniture; containing numerous designs for dwellings. London, 1833. Very thick 
octavo, illustrated with ‘nearly one hundred lithographs and above two 
thousand engravings on wood’; bound without the half-title in contemporary 
half calf (mildly rubbed). A little foxing. 

First edition of this classic pattern book, much consulted in the Australian 
colonies.                                                                                                             $600-800 

 



174   LOUDON, J.C., editor. The gardener’s magazine and register of rural and 
domestic improvement. Comprising treatises on landscape gardening, 
arboriculture, floriculture, horticulture, agriculture, rural architecture, garden 
structures, plans of gardens and country residences, suburban villas, &c.                                       
New series volume 1[-7]. London, 1835-41. Seven volumes octavo, with wood-
engraved illustrations; original blind-stamped cloth (a little  worn, spines 
sunned). 

Each volume with the armorial bookplate of Lord Aldenham of Aldenham 
House, Herts., site of one of the great English gardens of the nineteenth 
century.                                                                                                              $400-600                                                                                         

 

175   LOW, Francis, compiler. The City of Sydney Directory for MDCCCXLIV-V. 
Sydney, 1844. Tall narrow duodecimo, pp. 4, 201, [xv], folding share list and  
2 engraved advertisements; binder’s cloth.  Mildly browned, closed marginal 
tears on title, waterstain on the two engraved advertisements..                               

Rare. Collating as Ferguson 3856.                                                                 $600-800                                                        

 

176   IDEM, the edition of 1847, pp. viii, 204, [36], 12, [58, advertisements], 
with coloured signals plate (very slightly defective) and 2 inserted engraved 
advertisements; modern calf. First few leaves waterstained, intermittent 
marginal staining. 

Lacking the final advertisement leaf and the Henry Parkes advertisement  
issued with some copies, but with 12 pages additional to Ferguson’s collation, 
including an addenda. The second and final edition.                                 $300-400 

 

177   MACPHAIL, Myles, compiler and publisher.  Macphail’s National Directory 
of Tasmania for 1867-68.  Hobart Town, 1867. Octavo, with folding ‘Yearly 
Advertiser’ linen-backed as issued and folding map; contemporary quarter calf 
by Detmold (a little rubbed).  

The only edition, scarce.  A very good copy, with the signature of James Milne 
Wilson, premier of Tasmania, 1869-72.                                                       $500-700 

 

178   MANING, Francis Beresford, compiler and publisher. F.B. Maning’s 
Tasmanian Directory for 1881-2. Launceston, 1881. Octavo; original cloth           
(a little rubbed).  



The first of two editions, scarce.                                                                   $200-300           

 

179   MELBOURNE PUBLIC LIBRARY. Catalogue of the casts, busts, reliefs and 
illustrations of the School of Design and Ceramic Art in the Museum of Art at 
the Melbourne Public Library. Melbourne, 1865. Large octavo, with tinted 
lithographed frontispiece and double-page plan; contemporary red morocco, 
gilt edges, by Detmold, the front board lettered  ‘The Hon. James G. Francis, 
M.P.’,  who was then Commissioner for Trade and Customs in the Victorian 
Government. Some spotting. Bookplate of John Chapman. 

Not in Ferguson and rare.                                                                               $400-600 

 

180   IDEM, the large paper issue, quarto, in contemporary purple morocco 
ornately gilt, the front board lettered ‘Presented by the Trustees of the 
Melbourne Public Library to Sir Francis Murphy’, himself one of the trustees,        
as well as Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. Binding slightly scuffed but still 
very handsome, some spotting.                                                                     $600-800 

 

181   MORRISON, W. Frederic. The Aldine Centennial history of New South 
Wales, illustrated. Sydney, 1888. Two volumes quarto, with numerous  
lithographed plates, some coloured, and 2 double-page coloured maps;  
original half black calf, gilt edges. Slight foxing, an unusually well-preserved set.    

                                                                                                                            $300-400 

 

182   MORRISON, W. Frederic. The Aldine history of South Australia, illustrated. 
Sydney and Adelaide, 1890. Two volumes quarto, with numerous lithographed 
plates, some coloured, and 2 double-page maps, one coloured; original half 
calf, a nice set.                                                                                                  $300-400      

 

183   MUDIE, James. An historical account of a grand series of medals. London, 
1820. Quarto, with 10 plates; uncut in later half morocco. Some foxing.           
With the set of 40 bronze medals, in the very fine original red morocco 
bookform box, richly gilt, with the arms of George III on the front board,                                       
the medals laid into two velvet-lined trays with small circular leather labels. 
One of the two swing clips lost. 



A series commemorating British military and naval victories, offered to 
subscribers at the high price of 20 guineas including the box—here with the 
name of the subscriber, the Rev. Edmund Ferrers, gilt-lettered on the front 
board.                                                                                                             $4000-5000 

 

184   NATIONAL ART GALLERY OF NEW SOUTH WALES. Illustrated catalogue. 
Sydney, 1906.  Octavo, with 6 coloured plates and numerous text illustrations; 
contemporary burgundy morocco ornately gilt, the front board with blue and 
tan onlays, spine panelled with raised bands, gilt edges. 

A fine binding by the Government Printing Office.                                    $400-600 

 

185   OUR PASTORAL INDUSTRY. Adelaide, Garden & Field, 1910. Large quarto, 
with very numerous photographic plates, some folding, and illustrations; 
original half morocco (spine a little stained, cloth sides mottled as usual). 
Closed marginal tears in one leaf.  

Very scarce photographic record of South Australian pastoralists and their 
properties.                                                                                                       $800-1000 

 

186    PARLIAMENT HOUSE, MELBOURNE. A collection of 37 Victorian 
Parliamentary Papers on the building and extending of the Parliament House: 
Melbourne, 1856-1907. Small folio, in total about 390 pages + 10 lithographed 
plans or sketches, nearly all folding; stab-sewn, stapled or unbound as issued, 
with a manuscript listing.                                                                                $400-600 

           

187   THE PASTORAL HOMES OF AUSTRALIA. New South Wales. Melbourne  &       
Sydney, The Pastoralists’ Review, 1910. Thick quarto, with coloured frontispiece 
and photographic illustrations throughout; original morocco (mildly rubbed), 
gilt edges .                                                                                                     $2000-2500                                                                                   

 

188   THE PASTORAL HOMES OF AUSTRALIA. New South Wales & Queensland. 
Melbourne & Sydney, The Pastoralists’ Review, 1911. Thick quarto, with 
photographic illustrations throughout; original morocco, gilt edges. A fine copy.     

                                                                                                                         $2500-3000 

   



189   PETHERICK, Edward A., compiler. Catalogue of the York Gate geographical 
and colonial library [formed by S.W.Silver]. London, John Murray, 1882. Large 
octavo; original cloth (wearing slightly), printed label.  Bookplates of F.G. Coles 
and John Chapman. 

The commercial issue of Ferguson 14086a, which is the privately published 
issue in wrappers.  Scarce.                                                                              $300-400 

 

190   PETHERICK, Edward A., compiler.  Catalogue of the York Gate Library 
formed by Mr. William Silver. An index to the literature of geography, maritime 
and inland discovery, commerce and colonization. London, 1886. Thick large 
octavo, with 18 plates, one double-page; original lettered parchment, top edge 
gilt, other edges uncut.  Second edition, much enlarged.   Bookplate of John 
Chapman.                                                                                                           $500-600                                                                                                            

 

191   PETHERICK, Edward A., compiler. Catalogue of a collection of books 
illustrative of discovery and colonization in Australasia, now in the possession 
of M. Larkin, J.P., South Melbourne. London and Melbourne, 1890. Large 
octavo; original lettered parchment, top edge gilt. Bookplates of F.G. Coles and  
John Chapman. Rare.                                                                                       $600-800  

 

192   PRICE, Richard, attributed  artist. Suite of 13 bistre ink drawings on silk, 
views in South Australia, each 12 x 12 centimetres with wide fringe, circa 1880; 
contained in a fine later green morocco bookform box, the spine elaborately 
gilt, with silk doublures and folding silk-lined sleeve. 

Vews of houses and government buildings, a church, landscape scenery and 
railway bridges, each titled in the image, and two of Aboriginals hunting,  
untitled. The box is lettered ‘Richard Price / Paintings on silk’—presumably an 
informed attribution, perhaps by a descendant—but this artist seems 
otherwise to be unknown.                                                                         $4000-5000   

 

193   PUBLIC LIBRARY, MUSEUMS AND NATIONAL GALLERY OF VICTORIA.  
Report of the Trustees. Melbourne, 1871.  Octavo, with wood-engraved 
frontispiece and 2 folding plans; contemporary red morocco, spine fully gilt,  
sides with roll-tooled gilt border, gilt edges.                                                                    



Comprising the report of the library committee on the progress of the 
institution from 1853, and reports of the museum and gallery committees for 
the year 1870-71; with lists of acquisitions.                                              $300-400 

 

194   ROSS, James, compiler and publisher. The Hobart Town Almanack for         
the year 1830. Hobart Town, 1830. 24mo, with additional engraved title and 
engraved title for the Calendar, both with vignettes, 2 signals plates, one 
coloured, and 7 plates engraved by Thomas Bock; modern morocco. The 
letterpress title, frontispiece and second plate neatly laid down (but 
undamaged), a very good, complete copy. 

Rare: the second Ross almanac, about half which is devoted to a ‘Descriptive 
itinerary’ of the island.                                                                                  $800-1000  

 

195   ROSS, James, compiler and publisher. The Hobart Town Almanack and 
Van Diemen’s Land Annual for the year 1834. Hobart Town, [1834]. 
Duodecimo, with additional engraved title with vignette;  uncut in modern 
quarter calf.  Fore-margin of the two titles a little chipped.                     $400-600                                  

         

196   ROSS, James, compiler and publisher.  Ross’s Hobart Town Almanack and 
Van Diemen’s Land Annual for 1835. Hobart Town, [1835]. Duodecimo, with 
 2 plates engraved by Thomas Bock; original calico (worn) with printed spine 
label. A little foxed, occasional scoring.                                                        $400-600                                                 

 

197   ROSS, James, compiler and publisher. Ross’s Hobart Town Almanack and 
Van Diemen’s Land Annual for 1836. Hobart Town, [1836]. Duodecimo; modern 
half calf. Lacking the map. 

Largely devoted to the two parts of Ross’s ‘The settler in Van Diemen’s Land’. 

                                                                                                                             $150-200 

  

198   ROYAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of exhibits, loan 
exhibition of pictures and objects of historical interest. Sydney, 1920. Octavo, 
pp.32; original printed wrappers tipped into a quarto album with mounted 
photographs of the exhibits, together with the invitations and press notices, 
compiled by Charles Bertie, joint secretary of the exhibition; half morocco 



(worn). With catalogues of 10 other Australian historical or antiques 
exhibitions, 1899-1967.                                                                                   $300-400 

 

199   SANDS & KENNY, publishers. Sands & Kenny’s Commercial and General 
Melbourne Directory for 1857 [-1861]. Melbourne, 1857-61. Five volumes 
octavo, with a folding ‘Plan of Melbourne and its suburbs’ in the fifth volume; 
the first in later calf, the second in contemporary half roan (rubbed), the others 
in original cloth within later leather jacket. Small piece from title of the second 
volume, affecting one word. 

All published under this imprint, with the only map issued.                $1200-1500 

 

200   SANDS & McDOUGALL, publishers. Sands & McDougall’s  Melbourne & 
Suburban Directory for 1862 [-1869]. Eight volumes octavo; original cloth 
(worn on three volumes, the others within later leather jacket). The first volume 
lacking the title, the last two lacking the map (which is not called for in the 
earlier years).                                                                                               $1000-1500 

 

201   SANDS & McDOUGALL, publishers. Melbourne and Suburban Directory 
for 1885.  Melbourne, 1885. Thick octavo; original cloth (joints split), lacking 
the map. With worn copies of the Directory for 1889, lacking the map, the  
Directory of Victoria for 1913 and the Bendigo, Suburban and District Directory 
for 1907-1908, with torn and detached map.                                             $250-300                                      

 

202   SANDS, John, publishers.  A long series of the firm’s directory of Sydney 
(later of New South Wales), comprising the volume for 1858-59 (the inaugural 
edition, under the imprint of Sands & Kenny); 1863 (the third edition);  1864; 
1866 -71; 1875-77; 1879-80; 1882-85; 1887-90; 1893-1900; 1904 -05; 1907; 
1909 -10; 1912; 1914; 1916; 1918; 1921; 1923-31. Forty-nine volumes octavo; 
various bindings, some within later leather jackets. Title lacking from six 
volumes, one also lacking the three following leaves, a few volumes with minor 
imperfections. 

Formerly the file copies of John Sands Ltd., many volumes with typed 
employment records of long-serving staff, tipped-in.  Almost certainly the most 
extensive run in private hands of the leading Sydney directory; the twentieth-
century volumes, with statewide coverage, swelling to more than 2000 pages. 
The final edition was published in 1933.                                                 $4000-6000 



 

203   SANDS, John, publishers. Sands’ Country Directory and Gazetteer of New 
South Wales, for 1881-82. Compiled by James Tingle. Sydney, [1881]. Thick 
octavo; contemporary dark green morocco (a little rubbed), gilt edges. A few 
leaves foxed, a very good copy.                                                                     $300-400 

 

204   SANDS & McDOUGALL, publishers. South Australian Directory for 1884. 
With which is incorporated Boothby’s South Australian Directory.  Adelaide, 
1884. Thick octavo, with folding map of Adelaide; original cloth (a little 
stained).                                                                                                             $200-300 

 

205   SMITH, James, editor. The cyclopedia of Victoria. Melbourne, 1903-05. 
Three volumes quarto, with numerous photographic illustrations, mostly 
portraits; original half roan. A very good set.                                            $400-500                                            

 

206   STEEL BROTHERS & CO. LTD., timber merchants, London & Rangoon. 
Burma hardwoods. Lettered wooden box, 19 x 19 x 10 centimetres, with sliding 
lid and metal handle, containing 13 labelled timber samples. With descriptive 
price list, late 1930s, pp.4 in pictorial wrappers. With a similar box of exotic 
timber samples, from the same period, issued by the Colonial Forest Resources 
Development Department of the British Colonial Office. With a private 
compilation of 175 plates of timber specimens, coloured supplements to Wood 
magazine, London, 1946-61, in quarter cloth, with manuscript title and index. 
Lacking 3 from the series.                                                                              $500-600                                            

 

                                               TRADE CATALOGUES 

 

207  ANTHONY HORDERN & SONS, universal providers. Illustrated catalogue of 
useful, artistic and up-to-date furniture. Sydney, [circa 1906]. Large quarto,  
pp. 96 illustrated throughout; original printed wrappers. Illustration clipped 
from one leaf, very good otherwise. With a similar Hordern furniture catalogue, 
from the same period, lacking wrappers, and Thomas J. Redmond’s history of 
the firm, a special issue of the Hordernian Monthly, 1938.                     $400-600 

 



208   ANTHONY HORDERN & SONS LTD., manufacturers and universal  
providers.  [Catalogue]. Sydney, 1911. Thick quarto, illustrated throughout; 
original limp cloth (worn). Complete, and internally very good (ink stain on 
margin of a few leaves.                                                                                   $400-600                                       

 

209   ANTHONY HORDERN & SONS LTD., manufacturers and universal 
providers. [Catalogue].  Sydney, 1923. Thick quarto, illustrated throughout; 
original limp cloth (soiled and a little worn). Complete, and internally very 
good.                                                                                                                   $400-600 

 

210   ASPREY AND COMPANY LIMITED. [Catalogue]. London, [1939]. Quarto, 
illustrated throughout, partly in colour; original quarter vellum and laminated 
crocodile skin pattern boards (bowed, free endpapers silverfished).     $400-600 

 

211   THE AUSTRALIAN TESSELATED TILE CO. Designs for encaustic and 
geometrical tile pavements. Melbourne, 1896. Large quarto, pp. [4] +16 
coloured plates; original cloth-backed wrappers (with silverfish damage, mainly 
affecting the plain back wrapper, margins of the last 3 plates also affected).  

Rare. With fine colour plates, including one of terracotta finials and ridgings.  

                                                                                                                             $400-600  
 

212   BAXENDALE & CO. Illustrated catalogue of gas, water and steam fittings, 
kitchen ranges . . . baths, lavatories, w. closets and general sanitary goods 
[cover title]. Dublin 1908. Quarto, illustrated throughout; original cloth (a little 
worn and stained).  With 3 similar English trade catalogues and 4 McPherson’s 
catalogues, Sydney, 1929-55.                                                                         $300-400 

 

213   BEBARFALDS LTD. Furnishing suggestions. [Sydney, circa 1920]. Large 
quarto, pp. 24 illustrated throughout; original title-wrappers string-tied. With 5 
similar catalogues of Sydney firms, from the same period: 3 by Beard Watson 
Ltd. (two of furniture, the other of china and glasssware); and 2 of Marcus 
Clark & Co. Ltd. (furniture and bedsteads). Illustration clipped from one of the 
Beard Watson catalogues.                                                                             $300-400 

 



214   ‘CORACIAS GARRULUS’. Open spaces. London, Burberrys Limited, [circa 
1930]. Octavo, with numerous illustrations; original cloth with paper label. 

Scarce work promoting the firm’s line of Garbadine clothing, bound in this 
material and with testimonials from explorers, sportsmen, and various other 
folk of the better sort. Presentation inscription by A. Ralph Burberry.       

                                                                                                                            $200-300     

 

215   FREDERICK  BRABY & CO., manufacturers.  Catalogue number 14. London, 
1899. Oblong quarto, profusely illustrated, including a paint colour card; 
original cloth (slightly blemished). 

Catalogue of metalwares and ‘iron work of all descriptions’.                  $300-400 

 

216   J.H.H[AWKINS] & CO. LTD.  Illustrations. [Walsall, circa 1912]. Quarto, 
ff.39 printed on rectos, illustrated throughout, partly in colour; original title-
wrappers (staples rusting). 

Rare. A catalogue of the firm’s harnesses, saddles and other equestrian 
requisites, very attractively illustrated.  No relation.                                 $300-400  

 

217   F. LASSETTER & CO. LTD., universal providers. Furniture catalogue. 
[Sydney, circa 1910].  Oblong quarto, pp. viii, 210, illustrated throughout; stiff 
wrappers mounting the original title-wrapper.  A little staining.            $300-400 

 

 

218   LIBERTY & CO. Furniture for town-houses, flats and weekend cottages, 
designed by Liberty & Co. [London, circa 1910]. Oblong quarto, pp. 96, 
illustrated throughout; original printed wrappers. Some staining, last leaf 
frayed. With two other English furniture catalogues of the period and a rare 
late-nineteenth-century catalogue, Designs of carved oak furniture, lacking the 
last leaf.                                                                                                              $200-300 

 

 219   McLEAN BROS., RIGG & CO., ironmongers. Illustrated catalogue. 
Adelaide, [circa 1885]. Octavo, pp.92, with numerous illustrations; original title-
wrappers. Two leaves a bit defective from adhesion. 



A rare early catalogue, preceding the earliest located by Trove for this leading 
firm, based in Melbourne, with branches in Sydney and Adelaide and offices in 
London and New York.                                                                                    $300-400     

 

220   THE SCOTTISH CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY LTD. Furniture 
catalogue. Glasgow, [1892]. Oblong folio, pp.[iv], 124, illustrated throughout, 
including room settings, thumb-indexed; original cloth (stained and a little 
worn, lacking endpapers). Rare. With TIMMS & WEBB, The thirty-five styles of 
furniture, London, 1904.                                                                                 $300-400                            

                                

 

221   UNIVERSAL BUILDING SOCIETIES. Pamphlet of universal information for 
persons wishing either to build, borrow, or invest. Melbourne, 1884. Octavo, 
pp. 16 +[16] of plans and coloured elevations of housing types, with costings; in 
marbled wrappers. Some foxing.  Ferguson 17557.                                 $300-400 

 

222   WATERLOW BROTHERS AND LAYTON LIMITED. Catalogue of general 
stationery. [London, 1912]. Quarto, illustrated throughout and with numerous 
inserted specimen leaves, mostly coloured, some folding; original cloth (a little 
marked). 

A finely produced catalogue by the famous printers of banknotes and postage 
stamps.                                                                                                               $200-300 

 

                     ________________________________________ 

 

223   WELLS, William Henry. A geographical gazetteer of the Australian 
Colonies. London, Effingham Wilson, 1851. Octavo, with 23 lithographed maps 
hand-coloured in outline and 4 etched plates by John Carmichael (these foxed, 
as often); later half red calf (a little scuffed). Bookplate of Henry L. White.  

First published in Sydney three years earlier; this London reissue unrecorded 
by Ferguson and rare.                                                                                      $400-500 

 



224   YAPP, G.W., editor. Art industry. Metal-work. Illustrating the chief 
processes of art-work applied by the goldsmith, silversmith, jeweller, brass, 
copper, iron and steel worker, bronzist, etc. [And] Art industry. Furniture, 
upholstery and house-decoration illustrative of the carpenter, joiner, cabinet-
maker, painter, decorator and upholsterer. London, [1878-79]. Two volumes 
thick folio, profusely illustrated; uniform contemporary red morocco 
elaborately gilt (a little worn), gilt edges. Text of the first volume bound after 
the illustrations. 

Important source books for Victorian furniture and decorative arts. The first                                 
volume is rare.                                                                                                  $600-800 

 

225   YOUNG, John. A catalogue of the pictures at Grosvenor House, London. 
London, 1820. Quarto, with 46 plates engraved by Young; contemporary half 
green morocco (spine faded), top edge gilt, other edges uncut. One opening                                
a bit stained. With, uniformly bound, two similar catalogues with engravings by 
Young, of the Leigh Court collection of Philip John Miles, 1822, and that of John 
Julius Angerstein, 1823.   

Fabulous collections, Angerstein’s becoming the basis of the National Gallery 
when it was purchased by the government in 1824.                                 $300-400   

 

THE TREVOR NICHOLSON COLLECTION OF MAPS OF TASMANIA 

(See also under Great Britain, Parliament, later in this session) 
 

Lots 226 to 450, to be sold Sunday 28 November 6.30 p.m. AEDT 

 

 226   AA, Pieter vander, publisher. L’Asie, suivant les nouvelles observations. 
Leiden, [1729]. Engraved map, hand-coloured, 28 x 21 centimetres.   Central 
fold.                                                                                                                     $200-300 

                                                                                                                           

 227   ARROWSMITH, Aaron.  Chart of Van Diemen’s Land and Bass’ Strait. 
London, 1833.  Large engraved chart, 82 x 64 centimetres ; within mount.  
Central fold.  

First published in 1822, a year or so before the death of this outstanding 
mapmaker. Either issue is very scarce : this second is not in Tooley and 
recorded by Trove in the SLV copy only.                                                  $3000-4000 



 

228   ARROWSMITH, John. Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1834. Engraved map, 
hand-coloured, 60 x 50 centimetres ; tipped to mount.  Central fold.     $300-400 

 

229   ARROWSMITH, John.  Van Diemen’s Land.   London, 1840.  Engraved 
map, hand-coloured, 60 x 48 centimetres. Central fold.                            $400-600                   

 

230   ARROWSMITH, John, Van Diemen’s Land, another issue, 1842.    $400-600 

    

231   ARROWSMITH, John. Map of the south western or unexplored portion of 
V.D. Land.  R. Power, Surveyor-General. [London], 1849. Lithographed map, 
hand-coloured in outline, 52 x 46 centimetres ; tipped to mount.  Neatly 
remargined at left where formerly trimmed for binding. Old folds.        $500-600  

                                                                                                                            

232   ARROWSMITH, John. North western portion of Tasmania, newly opened. 
London 1855. Lithographed map, hand-coloured, 39 x 28 centimetres. Old 
folds.                                                                                                                   $200-300 

 

233   ASPIN, Jehoshophat.  A chart of New South Wales, Van Diemen’s Land, 
&c. London, [1821].  Engraved map, hand-coloured in outline, with inset maps 
of Van Diemen’s Land, New Holland and Port Jackson, 50 x 61 centimetres.  
Central fold.                                                                                                       $400-600 

 

234   BARBIE DU BOCAGE, Jean-Guillaume. Carte réduite de la Mer des Indes et 
une partie de Celle du Sud . . . Pour la relation du voyage a la recherche de      
La Perouse du Cen. Labillardière. [Paris, 1800]. Large engraved chart, hand-
coloured in outline, 51 x 71 centimetres. Short sealed stub tear at right, old 
folds.                                                                                                                   $600-800 

 

235   BEAUTEMPS-BEAUPRE, Charles. Carte particulière de Canal 
Dentrecasteaux, entre la terre méridionale d’Anthony Van Diemen et l’Ile 
Bruny.  [Paris, 1807]. Engraved chart, hand-coloured,  49 x 75 centimetres; 
impressively framed in huon pine and glazed.  Central fold.      



From the atlas to the Voyage de D’Entrecasteaux.                                  $800-1000      

 

236   BELCH, William. A map of Van Diemen’s Land, including part of New 
South Wales. London, 1822. Engraved map, hand-coloured, 25 x 21 
centimetres; framed in huon pine and glazed.                                            $300-400                        

      

237   BELLIN, Jacques-Nicolas. Carte réduite des Terre Australes. [Paris], 
1753.Engraved map, 20 x 26 centimetres; framed and glazed. Old folds. Fine.  

Tooley 157, the issue with Dutch title added below and some legends repeated 
in Dutch.                                                                                                          $ 800-1000 

 

238   BELLIN, Jacques-Nicolas. Carte réduite du globe terrestre. [Paris, 1764]. 
Engraved map, hand-coloured in outline, 22 x 34 centimetres ; framed  and 
glazed.  Central   fold.                                                                                      $300-400                             

 

239   BENARD, Robert. Plan de la Terre de Van Diemen reconnue par le 
Capitaine Furneaux  en Mars 1773. [Paris, 1777]. Engraved map, 21 x 14 
centimetres.  

From the French edition of the official account of Cook’s second voyage.     
With 12 nineteenth-century maps of Tasmania.                                        $500-600                                                                      

 

240   BLAEU, Willem. Indiae quae Orientalis dicitur et insulae adiacientes. 
[Amsterdam, circa  1640]. Engraved map, hand-coloured, 41 x 50 centimetres ; 
framed and glazed. Lightly browned.  Central fold.        

Showing the first Dutch landfalls in the Gulf of Carpentaria.                  $600-800   

 

241   BONNE, Rigobert.  Nouvelle Galles Méridionale ou côte orientale de la 
Nouvelle Hollande. Paris, [1788]. Engraved map, with 4 inset maps, hand-
coloured in outline, 35 x 23 centimetres; tipped to mount. Central fold.  

                                                                                                                             $200-300    



242   BOULLANGER, Charles Pierre. Carte générale de la côte orientale de la 
Terre de Diemen. [Paris, 1812]. Engraved chart, with 3 inset charts, 74 x 49 
centimetres.  Central fold.                                                                          $1500-2000                                  

                                                                                                                 

243   BOULLANGER, Charles Pierre. Plan de l’Isle Maria sur la côte orientale    
de la Terre de Diemen [With] FAURE, Pierre-Ange. Plan de l’Isle King dans le 
Détroit de Bass.  [Paris, 1812]. Two engraved maps on one sheet, 48 x 34 
centimetres.      

From Peron/Freycinet, Voyage de decouvertes aux Terres Australes. With 2        
related charts from the same work.                                                             $400-500 

 

244   BOWEN, Emanuel. A complete map of the southern continent, survey’d 
by Capt. Abel Tasman & depicted by order of the East India Company. [London, 
1744]. Engraved map, hand-coloured, 37x 48 centimetres ; framed and glazed. 
Vertical folds and a little adjacent creasing.     

An attractive copy of the first English map of Australia.                      $3500-4500 

                                                                                      

245   BRUE, Adrien. Carte de l’Australie. Paris, [1826]. Engraved map, hand- 
coloured in outline, 37 x 52 centimetres. Central fold. With an A.& C. Black map 
of Australia, circa 1859.                                                                                   $200-300 

 

246   BURGOYNE, William Henry. Chart of the north end of King Island, Bass 
Strait, Australasia (to accompany report on lighthouse). Melbourne, 1855. 
Lithographed map, with inset map of King Island, hand-coloured in outline,     
46 x 36 centimetres ; tipped to mount. Central fold.                                  $200-300 

 

247   BURNETT, Thomas. D’Entrecasteaux Channel, surveyed . . . 1837. London, 
Hydrographical Office, 1843. Engraved chart, 61 x 47 centimetres.       $500-600 

 

248   CALDER, James and SPRENT, James. Derwent River, [surveyed in] 1849. 
London, Hydrographical Office, 1851. Engraved chart, 61 X 45 centimetres. 

                                                                                                                             $600-800                                                                                                                           



249    CALDER, James and SPRENT, James.  Entrecasteaux  Channel, [surveyed 
in] 1849. London, Hydrographical Office, 1851. Engraved chart, 61 x 46 
centimetres.                                                                                                       $600-800 

 

250   [CHAPMAN, William Neate].  Norfolk  Island [and] S. End of Norfolk 
Island. [London, 1789]. Two engraved maps on one sheet, 45 x 42 centimetres. 
Old folds. With 2 other early maps of Norfolk Island.                                $300-400 

                                                                                                                          

251   CROSS, Joseph. Chart of part of New South Wales with plans of the 
harbours. Respectfully dedicated to John Oxley, Esq., Surveyor-General. 
London, 1827, corrected to 1829. Engraved map, hand-coloured, 96 x 64 
centimetres ; laid down, within mount.   A few short tears into the image and 
minor loss at the borders, old fold creases.       

A highly detailed map, showing the coast from Moreton Bay to Port Phillip, as 
well as the interior of New South Wales, with 11 inset maps of harbours.                                          

                                                                                                                         $1000-1500 

 

252   CROSS, Joseph. Chart of Van Dieman’s [sic] Land, compiled from the most 
authentic documents extant. London, 1835. Engraved map, with inset plans of 
Hobart and Launceston, hand-coloured, 79 x 62 centimetres ; segmented, linen-
backed and silk-edged as issued. Cloth box.            

 A fine copy of this scarce map, first published in 1826.                      $1200-1500 

 

253   CROSS, Joseph, Chart of Van Dieman’s Land, the 1833 issue, browned and 
a little worn.                                                                                                      $300-400 

 

 254   D’ANVILLE, Jean Baptiste. Asia and its islands, according to D’Anville 
(part).  [London, Laurie and Whittle, 1799].  Engraved map, hand-coloured in 
outline, 41 x 118 centimetres ; linen-backed and folding into labelled cloth case. 
Vertical folds, a little creasing.   

The bottom two sheets of this very large 6-sheet map, showing Australia at 
right with 2 inset maps :  ‘Sketch of King George 111d’s Sound’ charted by 
Vancouver in 1791 ; and ‘The discoveries made by the Ship Duchess on the 
south extremity of New Holland in 1791’ ( in fact 1793), by Sir John Hayes. 



                                                                                                                           $800-1000   

   

255   DELBARAT, Jean Baptiste. Carte générale de la Tasmanie.   Paris, Dépôt de 
la Marine, 1867. Large engraved chart, 91 x 62 centimetres. Central fold. Some 
foxing.                  

Rare. Based on a British Admiralty chart by Master Frederick Evans.    

                                                                                                                             $500-700   

256   DE WIT, Frederik. Orientaliora  Indiarum Orientalium. [Amsterdam, 1680]. 
Engraved map, hand-coloured , 53 x 43 centimetres ; framed and glazed. 
Central fold.      

A fine example of this very attractive map with East oriented to the top,  
showing Australia as discovered by  the Dutch but omitting Tasmania.  

                                                                                                                         $4000-5000 

 

257   DOWER, John. Van-Diemen’s Land. London, [1840]. Engraved map, hand-
coloured in outline, 41x 34 centimetres ; framed and glazed.                  $300-400 

 

258   DOWER, John, Van-Diemen’s Land, another copy, unframed.       $200-300 

 

259   EVANS, G.W.  Carte de la Terre de Van Diemen. Paris, [1822]. Engraved 
chart, 58 x 44 centimetres. Old folds.                                                         $800-1000   

 

260   EVANS, G. W.  Plan du Havre Macquarie, Terre de Van Diemen. [Paris, 
1827]. Engraved chart, 75 x 50 centimetres. Central fold. Slight foxing.                                        
From the hydrographical atlas to Duperrey, Voyage autour du monde.  

The issue without the small coastal profile at the top.                             $600-800                

 

261   EVANS, G.W.  Macquarie Harbour, [surveyed in] 1822. The entrance by 
Capt. P.P. King, 1819. London, Hydrographical Office, 1845. Engraved chart, 
with vignette view, 47 x 61 centimetres ; linen-backed. The Ingleton copy.  

                                                                                                                           $800-1000 



262   FLINDERS, Matthew. Carte de Détroit de Basse. [Paris, Dépôt de la 
Marine, 1800]. Engraved chart, 87 x 58 centimetres with extensive 
‘Observations’ at bottom right; linen-backed. Central fold.          

 The rare French edition of Flinders’s famous chart, first published in London 
earlier in the year. The Ingleton copy, with his pencilled record that the paper 
is unwatermarked. He notes in his exhaustive biography of the great navigator 
that it was ’beautifully engraved . . . with the nomenclature and long notations 
translated into French and printed by October [1800], ready for Baudin’s 
departure. The only difference was the northern border, which was extended 
further northward to Bateman Bay.’                                                     $8000-10,000 

 

263   FLINDERS, Matthew. Kaart van Basses Straat. [Leyden, Amsterdam and 
The Hague, circa 1801]. Engraved chart, 70 x 48 centimetres, with early outline 
colour; linen-backed. Central fold.           

The Dutch edition, also the Ingleton copy.                                             $2000-2500    

 

264   FLINDERS, Matthew. Chart of Terra Australis, 1798-9.  London, Nicol, 
1814. Engraved chart, with inset chart, 66 x 46 centimetres. Pin-holes from 
binding in left margin.  

Van Diemen’s Land, from the Voyage to Terra Australis : South Coast, Sheet VI. 

                                                                                                                         $2000-3000 

265   FLINDERS, Matthew. Chart of Van Diemen’s Land. London, 
Hydrographical Office, [1826]. Engraved chart, with 2 inset charts, 64 x 47 
centimetres ; tipped to mount. Central fold. 

Revised issue of the previous lot.                                                              $1500-2000    

 

266   FRANKLAND, George. To the landholders of Van Diemen’s Land this map 
of the colony is dedicated by their faithful servant, George Frankland, 
Surveyor-General of Crown Lands. Hobarton, Printed and published by George 
Frankland, April 1837. Lithographed map hand-coloured in outline, 82 x 67 
centimetres ;  segmented and mounted on linen, with silk edging , as issued. 
Inscribed by Frankland on the reverse, in the year of publication, to his brother-
in-law, Thomas Mason.  In excellent  state. 



Very rare.  Drawn, lithographed and published by Frankland, who was a 
talented artist as well as a skilled surveyor, this is one of the most desirable of 
the early colonial maps.                                                                       $12,000-15,000 

 

267   FRANKLAND, George. This map of the Colony of Van Diemen’s Land is 
dedicated to the land holders of the Colony by their faithful servant, George 
Frankland. London, 1839. Large engraved map, with inset plans of Hobart and 
Launceston, hand-coloured, 125 x 80 centimetres ;  segmented and mounted on 
linen as issued, and folding into original labelled cloth case  with  contemporary 
lacquered paper sleeve.  

A fine example of the London edition of the previous lot, engraved and 
published by Joseph Cross.                                                                         $5000-6000 

 

268   FRANKLAND, George, This map of the Colony of Van Diemen’s Land, 
another copy,  folding into the original  cloth case (the label rubbed). Cloth box. 

With the bookplate (on the label and one of the two cloth panels over the linen 
backing), of the pre-eminent early Tasmanian naturalist, Ronald C. Gunn  
(1808-81).                                                                                                      $4000-5000   

 

269   FREYCINET, Louis de. Carte des Iles Hunter. [Paris, 1812]. Engraved chart 
with small inset chart and decorative cartouche, 41 x 60 centimetres.  Central 
fold. Fine.                                                                                                           $600-800                                   

 

270   FREYCINET, Louis de.  Carte d’une partie de la côte orientale de la Terre 
de Diemen . . . [ Paris, 1812]. Engraved chart with inset chart of Oyster Bay and 
coastal profile along the top, 75 x 49 centimetres. Central fold. Fine. 

                                                                                                                         $1000-1500 

 

271   FREYCINET, Louis de.  Carte générale de Détroit de Bass. [Paris, 1812].         
Engraved chart, with inset charts of Port Dalrymple and Furneaux Islands,       
49 x 75 centimetres ; linen-backed, with central fold. Fine. 

Including the Victorian coastline.                                                              $1500-2000 

 



272   FREYCINET, Louis de, Carte générale de Détroit de Bass, 1812, Dépôt de la 
Marine issue.  Central fold. Fine.                                                               $1500-2000 

 

273   FREYCINET, Louis de.   Carte générale de la Terre de Diemen, comprenant 
les découvertes et les travaux géographiques exécutes dans cette partie à bord 
des corvettes le Géographe, le Naturaliste et la goélette le Casuarina . . . 1808. 
[Paris, 1812].  Engraved chart, 75 x 48 centimetres. Central fold.  Fine. 

                                                                                                                         $1500-2000 

      

274   FREYCINET, Louis de.  Carte générale de la Nouvelle Hollande . . . an 1808. 
[Paris, 1811]. Engraved chart, 49 x 74 centimetres ; tipped to mount. Pale 
waterstain in bottom right-hand corner, closed marginal tear. Central fold. 

From Peron & Freycinet, Voyage de découvertes aux Terres Australes : the first 
essentially complete map of the Australian coastline, employing the charts 
captured from Flinders.                                                                              $4000-6000  

                                                                                                                    

275   FREYCINET, Louis de.  Carte particuliére de la côte sud-est de la Terre de 
Diemen . . . [Paris, 1812]. Engraved chart, with 5 inset charts, 75 x 49 
centimetres. Central fold. Fine.                                                                    $800-1000 

 

276   FREYCINET, Louis de. Carte trigonométrique des Iles Hunter.  [Paris, 
1812]. Engraved chart, 41 x 60 centimetres. Central fold. Fine.             $600-800 

 

276A    FREYCINET, Louis de and others. Carte generale de la partie sud-est de 
la Terre de Diemen. [Paris, 1811]. Engraved chart, hand-coloured, 22 x 18 
centimetres ; framed in huon pine and glazed. 

Revision of the  1807 chart by Beautemps-Beaupre.                               $200-300                 

 

 277   GOING, Philip. Port Davey, [surveyed in] 1850. London, Hydrographical 
Office, 1852. Engraved chart, with coastal profile below, 61 x 47 centimetres.                                                

                                                                                                                             $500-600 



278   GRANGE, Jules. Carte géologique de la Terre de Van-Diemen et de partie 
sud de la Nouvelle-Hollande. Paris, [1847]. Lithographed map, hand-coloured, 
34 x 29 centimetres with two geological profiles below. 

From Dumont D’Urville, Voyage au Pôle Sud et dans l’Océanie.             $200-300  

 

279   HALL, Sidney. Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1828.  Engraved map, hand-
coloured, 51 x 41 centimetres ; tipped to mount.                                       $400-600     

  

280   HAYES, John. A chart of Van Diemen’s Land, the south extremity of New 
Holland, with the new discovered river, by the Ships Duke and Duchess. 
London, Laurie & Whittle, 1798. Engraved chart with large inset chart 
(‘Continuation of the river from King George’s Bay’), 56 x 67 centimetres ; 
framed in huon pine and glazed. Central fold. 

Rare. The European discovery and naming of the Derwent River in 1793.           
A few other names bestowed by Hayes have also lasted, including Risdon Cove 
and Cornelian Bay.                                                                                    $8000-10,000 

 

281   HONDIUS, Jodocus.  Asiae nova descriptio. [Amsterdam, circa 1620]. 
Engraved map, hand-coloured, 37 x 49 centimetres ; framed and glazed. 
Central fold.                                                                                                     $800-1000 

 

282   HOOD, R.V.  Plan of the City of Hobart Town, compiled partly from 
Frankland’s map & partly from recent surveys. Hobart, 1854. Lithographed 
plan, 49 x40 centimetres ;  framed and glazed. Central fold. Some slight 
staining. Rare.                                                                                                 $800-1000 

 

283   JANSSON, Jan.  Mar di India. [Amsterdam, 1650]. Engraved map, hand-
coloured in outline, 55 x 45 centimetres ; framed and glazed. Central fold.         
A little offsetting. 

Showing the western and southern coastline of Australia as discovered by the 
Dutch.                                                                                                             $2500-3500     

 



284   JANSSON, Jan, Mar di India, [Amsterdam, 1680] : uncoloured, with  a           
couple of fox spots but a nice example, framed and glazed. 

The second issue, with Van Diemen’s Land added.                               $2000-3000   

 

285   [JEFFREYS, THOMAS].  The world according to the latest discoveries. 
[London, circa 1760]. Engraved double-hemisphere map, hand-coloured,         
20 x 37 centimetres. Old folds.                                                                       $400-500                                                                        

 

286   JOHNSTON,  Alexnder Keith. Van Diemen’s Land, or Tasmania. Edinburgh, 
[1844]. Engraved map, hand-coloured in outline, 60 x 40 centimetres ; framed 
and glazed. Central fold.                                                                                 $300-400 

 

287   JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith, Van Diemen’s Land or Tasmania, another 
issue,  [1846], hand-coloured in outline.                                                      $250-300                          

 

288   JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith, Van Diemen’s Land or Tasmania, 1846, 
another copy, hand-coloured in outline.  Lightly browned.                       $200-300                      

                                                                                                      

289   JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith, Van Diemen’s Land or Tasmania, 
lithographed edition, [1849], hand-coloured in outline.                            $200-300                  

 

290   JOUVENCY, Miroir de and BEAUTEMPS-BEAUPRE, Charles. Plan de la Baie 
de l’Adventure (Adventure’s Bay) découverte par le Cap. Furneaux en 1773. 
[Paris, Dépôt de la Marine, 1807]. Engraved chart, 35 x 49 centimetres. With 3  
related charts of Tasmania by Jouvency and Beautemps-Beaupré. 

Separate issue of charts from the atlas to D’Entrecasteaux, Voyage envoyé à la 
recherche de La Perouse.                                                                            $1000-1200 

 

291   [LAPIE, Pierre]. Océanique centrale. [Paris, 1809]. Engraved map, hand-
coloured in outline, 22 x 30 centimetres. Small rust spot. 

Despite the title, the map is entirely devoted to Australia, called Nouvelle 
Hollande, with vignette illustrations of an Aboriginal, a wallaby and a wombat.  



With, from the same period, 3 English maps of New Holland, 3 English or 
French maps of the Pacific Ocean including New Holland and a small French 
hemispherical map of the Antarctic region.                                                $400-500        

 

292   LAURIE & WHITTLE, publishers. A new chart of the eastern coast of New 
Holland, from South Cape to Cape York, comprehending Anthony Van 
Diemen’s Land, Furneaux’s Land, and New South Wales, discovered by Tasman, 
Furneaux and Cook  &ca. in the years 1642, 1770 and 1773. London, 1798. 
Large engraved chart on two sheets, with 7 inset maps, 136 x 102 centimetres ; 
laid down on linen, in labelled cloth case.  Old folds, the top sheet with 
wrinkling towards the bottom and with a small loss (about 3.5 x 2.5  
centimetres) to the inset map of Botany Bay, partly made good by hand.  

Considerably revised edition of the chart first published in 1787. Rare.   

                                                                                                                         $1500-2000 

 

293   [LEVASSSEUR, Victor]. Océanie. Paris, [1838]. Engraved map, with 
pictorial border, hand-coloured in outline, 32 x 42 centimetres; framed and 
glazed. With a similar French map of the Pacific, also framed.               $200-300 

 

294   LIZARS, William H. Map of Van Dieman’s [sic] Land [with] Map of part of 
New South Wales.  [Edinburgh,1824].  Engraved joint map, hand-coloured in 
outline, 29 x 44 centimetres. Central fold. With  4 other nineteenth-century 
maps combining Van Diemen’s Land with New South Wales or Western 
Australia.                                                                                                            $400-500 

 

295   ORTELIUS, Abraham.  Indiae Orientalis insularumque adiacientium typus. 
[Antwerp, 1570 or later].   Engraved map, hand-coloured, 35 x 50 centimetres ; 
framed and glazed. Central fold.  

A fine example, with wide margins. Depicting the East indies, Japan, China, 
India,  ‘Beach’ (a small tip of the supposed Australian continent ),  New Guinea 
(‘an pars continentis Australis incertum est’) and part of the northwest coast of 
North America.                                                                                             $2500-3000 

 



296   RAPKIN, John. Van Diemen’s Land or Tasmania. London, [1851]. Engraved 
map, with decorative border including vignette illustrations, hand-coloured in 
outline, 34 x 25 centimetres; framed in huon pine and glazed.                $200-300 

 

297   SCOTT, James. Map of the settled part of Van Diemen’s Land, copied from 
a map in possession of His Excellency Colonel George Arthur, Lieutenant 
Governor of the island and its dependencies, &c., &c. Hobart Town, Engraved, 
printed and published by James Ross, 1830. Engraved map, 52 x 41 centimetres 
; framed and glazed. A few short closed tears. Central fold.  

Rare : the first map printed in the colony.                                              $4000-6000  

 

298   SCOTT, Thomas. Chart of Van Diemen’s Land from the best authorities 
and from actual surveys and measurements. London, 1824. Engraved map, 
hand-coloured in outline, with key at bottom left, 85 x 61 centimetres ; tipped 
to mount. Slight sealed tear at top right (barely visible).  

A nice example of one of the best post-settlement maps, finely engraved and 
highly detailed.                                                                                             $5000-6000 

 

299   SMITH, Augustus Frederick, 99th Regiment. Military sketch of Hobart 
Town,  V. D. Land. [Hobart, circa 1850].  Lithographed relief map, 43 x 34 
centimetres; tipped to mount. 

Rare : Trove records only the SLNSW copy. The 99th Regiment of Foot was 
stationed in Hobart from 1848 to 1856.                                                  $1000-1500    

 

300   SOUTER, J., publisher. A new map of Van Diemen’s Land from the best 
authorities and from the most recent surveys. London, 1825. Engraved map, 
hand-coloured in outline, 33 x 22 centimetres ; tipped to mount. 

From Lycett’s Views in Australia.                                                                   $400-500   

 

301   SPRENT, James. Map of Tasmania. Hobart, 1859. Very large engraved 
map, hand-coloured, 165 x 122 centimetres ; mounted on wooden rollers and 
lightly lacquered as issued. Some trifling loss to the border in two places, a very 
good example.  



The grandest of Tasmanian maps, finely produced by W. & A.K. Johnston of 
Edinburgh.                                                                                                     $1500-2000 

 

302   SPRENT, James. Map of Tasmania. Hobart, 1859.  Engraved map, hand-
coloured, 81 x 60 centimetres ; segmented and linen-backed as issued, and 
folding into original gilt-lettered cloth case. Some staining. 

The reduced version.                                                                                       $200-300 

 

303   VALENTYN, Francois. Anthony Van Diemens Land [with two engraved 
views of New Zealand]. [Dordrecht and Amsterdam, 1726]. Three engravings 
on one sheet, 29 x 17 centimetres.  

One of the earliest maps of Van Diemen’s Land, showing Tasman’s track and 
with several place-names, including Storm Bay and Maria Island. From 
Valentyn’s Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indien.                                                         $600-800 

 

304   VANDERMAELEN, Philippe. Océanique. Partie de la Nouvelle Hollande 
[and] Île de Diemen. [Paris, 1827]. Two lithographed maps, hand-coloured in 
outline, 47 x 57 centimetres and 47 x 52 centimetres, each with extensive text; 
tipped to mounts. The second map foxed.                                                   $300-400                                  

 

305   VINCENDON-DUMOULIN, Clement Adrian. Carte de la Tasmanie et des 
environnantes. Paris, 1847. Large engraved chart, 61 x 90 centimetres. Old 
folds, which are strengthened on the verso. Lightly browned, short sealed tear 
at right, bottom margin a little stained. 

Also encompassing much of New South Wales, including the future Victoria, 
and part of South Australia.  From Dumont D’Urville, Voyage  au Pôle Sud et 
dans l’Océanie.                                                                                                 $300-400                                                     

 

 

306   VISSCHER, Nicolaes. Asiae nova delineatio. [Amsterdam, circa 1690]. 
Engraved map, hand-coloured, 43 x 54 centimetres ; framed in huon pine and 
glazed. Central fold. 

Including northern Australia as known to the Dutch.                            $800-1000 



 

307   WELLER, Edward. Tasmania or Van Diemen’s Land. London, [1858]. 
Lithographed map, hand-coloured in outline, 42 x 30 centimetres; framed and 
glazed. With a map of Tasmania from the same period, by John Dower, also 
framed.                                                                                                              $200-300 

 

308   WELSH, John. Burnett Harbour [and] Port Arthur. Two ports in the 
eastern shores of Van Diemen’s Land. London, Hydrographical Office, 1830. 
Two engraved charts on one sheet, 23 x 35 centimetres.  Rare.              $600-800 

 

309   WILKINSON, Robert, publisher. New South Wales, New Zealand, New 
Hebrides and the islands adjacent. London, 1808. Engraved map, with 3 inset 
maps, hand-coloured, 30 x24 centimetres.                                                  $200-300 

 

310   WYLD, James. Map of Australia, compiled from the nautical surveys made 
by order of the Admiralty and other authentic sources. London, 1844. 
Engraved map, with 2 inset maps, hand-coloured in outline, 56 x 80 
centimetres; framed and glazed. Central fold. Some very slight foxing.     

                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

311   WYLD, James. Tasmania or Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1845. 
Lithographed map, with inset map of King Island, hand-coloured, 55 x 40 
centimetres ; segmented and linen-backed as issued, and folding into original 
labelled cloth case (repaired).                                                                        $300-400                                             

 

312   WYLD, James. Tasmania or Van Diemen’s Land. London, [1849].  Engraved 
map, hand-coloured, 55 x 40 centimetres; framed and glazed. A little foxed. 

                                                                                                                             $250-300 

 

313   ZATTA, Antonio. Emisfero terrestre meridionale tagliato su l’equatore. 
Venice, 1779. Engraved circular map, hand-coloured in outline, 32 x 40 
centimetres ; framed and glazed. Central fold. A little foxed.                  $300-400                               

 



 

                                                OTHER PROPERTIES 

 

314  ALLAN, David, lithographer. Chart of the River Tamar, Van Dieman’s [sic] 
Land, corrected from the best authorities. [Glasgow], 1833. Lithographed map, 
with two coastal profiles below, hand-coloured, 43 x 54 centimetres. Laid 
down to repair a few edge tears and some small losses, nearly all in blank 
areas, some slight stains, and with a number of pencilled annotations by an 
early owner recording landholdings. 

Depicting the natural features in considerable detail, with relief shown by 
hachures and including bathymetric soundings of the river.                              
Very rare : Trove locates only the NLA and SLNSW copies, with the  place of 
publication unknown. For David Allan, Glaswegian lithographer, see Worms 
and Bayntun-Williams, British map engravers.                                      $2000-3000 

 

315  BELLIN, Jacques-Nicolas. Essay d’une carte réduite contenant les parties 
connues du globe terrestre. [Paris], 1748 [but circa 1780]. Large engraved 
map, hand-coloured, 50 x 69 centimetres; tipped to mount. Old folds.   

A nice example of this impressive map, here updated to include Cook’s 
discoveries.                                                                                                     $800-1000 

 

316   CAMPEN, Jacob van. Le pavé de la Grand Sale des Bourgeois. 
[Amsterdam, 1661]. Engraved plan including a pair of hemispherical maps and 
a celestial map, on two joined sheets, 44 x 76 centimetres. Old folds. 

A floor plan of the Burgerszaal (Citizens’ Hall) in the grand new CIty Hall of  
Amsterdam, showing the three large maps inlaid in marble and copper, long 
since destroyed. The map of the eastern hemisphere includes an outline of Van 
Diemen’s Land and the Gulf of Carpentaria, derived from Tasman’s journals of 
his voyages of 1642-43 and 1644, and so is one of the earliest depictions of his 
Australian discoveries.  Schilder, map 66; Shirley 423.                           $800-1000 

 

317  [COOK]. Untitled chart of ‘The Great Pacific Ocean’ and ‘South Pacific 
Ocean’ [London, 1772, reissued Melbourne, Hill House,1990].  Engraved map, 
27 x 34 centimetres plus wide margins. 



The first printed map to show Cook’s discoveries on his first voyage, 
commissioned by Joseph Banks from the engraver John Bayly, but effectively 
unpublished : only 3 copies of the original are now known. The copperplate 
was recently rediscovered, however, in the Botany Department of the British 
Museum, and this reissue was finely printed on French Arches paper in an 
edition of 500 numbered copies : number 7.                                           $800-1000       

  

317A   GORDON & GOTCH, publishers. Map of Brisbane and suburbs. Brisbane 
[circa 1920]. Large coloured map, with 2 inset maps, 97 x 71 centimetres; 
linen-backed and folding into cloth case as issued.                                  $200-300  

 

318   HAM, Thomas. A map of Australia Felix. Melbourne, 1847. Engraved map, 
hand-coloured in outline, 46 x 70 centimetres, segmented and linen-backed as 
issued and folding into original cloth case (rebacked), with the printed Key, 
pp.16, loosely enclosed.  Linen a little stained on the reverse. 

The rare first edition of Ham’s celebrated map ; inscribed on the key  by 
Western District squatter Hugh Scott, who has also amended his entry therein. 

                                                                                                                         $2500-3000 

 

319   HAM, Thomas, compiler. District of the Gulf of Carpentaria, northern 
Queensland, 1868. Shewing position of Carnavon, Norman & Burke Towns, 
with mail routes, squatting stations, rivers, creeks, ranges, boundaries of 
settled districts, &c. &c. &c.  Brisbane, 1868.   Lithographed coloured map, 60 x 
41 centimetres, linen-backed as issued and folding into original gilt-lettered 
cloth boards.  Some waterstaining.  Rare.                                                 $800-1000                                     

 

320   [McCLEAN, Robert, editor. The new atlas of Australia. [Queensland]. 
Sydney, John Sands, [1888]. Large folio, with large folding map of Queensland, 
15 double-page maps of Queensland districts, 4 other maps and a tinted plate ; 
original cloth-backed pictorial boards (worn, hinges weak). Some very slight 
foxing, fine internally.                                                                                      $400-500                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                              

321   NORTHERN TERRITORY. Plan shewing pastoral leases, Northern Territory 
of Australia. Melbourne, 1920. Lithographed map, 173 x 97 centimetres ; 



segmented, linen-backed and folding into contemporary cloth case (spine 
repaired).  

Very large, uncommon map, showing the names of holders of pastoral leases, 
and of permits and grazing licences.                                                             $400-600 

 

322   QUEENSLAND, Department of Lands, Survey Branch. Sketch map shewing 
the position of the Palmer & Hodgkinson goldfields. Also explorations by 
Dalrymple, Ham & Mulligan. Brisbane, 1876. Large lithographed map, 72 x 54 
centimetres. Old folds (with a few expert tissue repairs on the verso), slight 
stains. 

Rare, and enhanced by extensive early manuscript additions—showing roads 
and tracks, rivers, ranges, settlements and camps. The annotator seems to be 
well-informed ;  he notes, for instance, that Thornborough  is shown on the 
map 30 miles too far west.  Trove locates only a photocopy.            $2500-3000 

 

            

323  [VALLARD, Nicholas. Manuscript map printed in facsimile by Sir Thomas 
Phillipps, Middle Hill, 1856]. Chromolithograph heightened with gold, on card, 
37 x 55 centimetres ; tipped to mount.  

From the manuscript sea atlas produced by Vallard at Dieppe in 1547 : a 
decorated pictorial map which is now widely thought to show the east coast of 
Australia. This was one of the first printings of any of the so-called ‘Dieppe 
maps’, and in accordance with Phillipps’s practice was probably limited to 
fewer than 100 copies.                                                                                $1000-1500                                                 

 

324  VINCENTON-DUMOULIN, Clement Adrian.  Carte générale de La Nouvelle-
Zélande. [Paris, 1847]. Large engraved chart, with 21 insets of bays and 
harbours, 59 x 88 centimetres. Central fold.  

One of the finest early maps of New Zealand, from Dumont D’Urville, Voyage 
au Pôle Sud et dans l’Océanie.                                                                 $1200-1500 

 

325  [WESTERN AUSTRALIA].  Map of Western Australia, showing . . . the area 
leased by the Crown for pastoral purposes on 31st December, 1888 and . . . the 



land divisions under the land regulations of 1887. London,1890. Large coloured 
lithographed map, 94 x 62 centimetres. Old folds.                                   $ 300-400 

A very good example of this uncommon map. 

 

326  YATES & JONES, compilers and publishers. The roads of sunny Queensland.  
Brisbane, 1923.  Quarto, with 45 maps printed in red and black;  original limp 
pictorial cloth.                                                                                                   $300-400 

 

 

                      ___________________________________________ 

 

TASMANIA 

 

327  [ARCHER]. In memoriam. Mrs. Edward Archer. [Melbourne printed, 1890]. 
Sextodecimo, pp.16 ; original gilt-lettered roan. 

A member of the prominent northern Tasmanian family, she arrived from 
England in 1834.                                                                                               $200-300      

 

328   ARTHUR, George. Proclamations, Government Orders and Notices  . . . 
1826. Hobart Town, 1829. Small folio, pp.48 ; original parchment-backed stiff 
marbled wrappers with paper label, contemporary MS index on preliminary 
blank. Some loss to spine, but a very good copy.                                       $300-400 

 

329   ARTHUR, George. Proclamations, Government Orders and Notices . . . 
1827. Hobart Town, 1829. Small folio, pp. 48 ; original parchment-backed stiff 
wrappers (wearing and slightly defective) with paper label.                    $200-300 

 

330   ARTHUR, George. Proclamations, Government Orders and  Notices . . . 
1832. Hobart Town, 1833.  Small folio, pp. 144, 20 (index) ; finely bound in red 
morocco, top edge gilt, by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, retaining the printed 
wrappers. The Craig copy, since rebound.                                                   $400-500    

 



331   ARTHUR, George. Proclamations, Government Orders and Notices . . . 
1835. Hobart Town, 1836. Small folio, pp.186 including two folding tables,  
14 (index) ; half calf.  

The Craig copy, since rebound, with his typed catalogue slip noting that this 
volume is of particular interest for ‘the full report [pp. 86 -109] on the loss of 
the convict ship George III in D’Entrecasteaux Channel. 133 died of whom 127 
were convicts. The convicts were kept behind barricades by armed soldiers and 
after shots were fired amongst them they broke the barricades and some were 
saved’.                                                                                                                $500-600 

 

332   BISCHOFF, James. Sketch of the history of Van Diemen’s Land. London, 
1832. Octavo, with large folding hand-coloured map (linen-backed) and 2 
engraved plates (foxed, as often) ; contemporary polished calf rebacked. 
                                                                                                                             $400-600 

 

333   BONWICK, James. The last of the Tasmanians; or, the Black War of            
Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1870. Octavo, with a folding map, 15 plates  
(3 coloured), and page of facsimile autographs in the text ; original gilt-pictorial 
cloth. Some foxing, but a very good copy.                                                  $400--600 

 

334   BONWICK, James. The lost Tasmanian race. London, 1884. Octavo, with  
12 wood-engraved plates; original pictorial cloth.                                     $200-300 

 

335   CURR, Edward. An account of the Colony of Van Diemen’s Land. London, 
1824. Duodecimo; finely bound in green morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. 
Some staining, as usual with this book.                                                        $400-500 

 

336   FENTON, James. A history of Tasmania, from its discovery in 1642 to the 
present time. Hobart, 1884. Octavo, with a folding map (fold split closed with 
tissue on the reverse), 4 chromolithographed portraits of Aborigines after  
Thomas Bock and one wood-engraved portrait ; finely bound in tan morocco, 
gilt floral ornaments on the spine and corners, gilt edges, by Ramage. 

The copy of the English author and journalist, George Augustus Sala, signed by 
him on the title, and dated November 1885—during his lecture tour of the 



colonies. (On his return to London he rhapsodised in print about ‘marvellous 
Melbourne’, coining that appellation).                                                         $400-600 

 

337   GOULD, Charles. Report of Mr Gould, the Government Geologist, upon 
the subject of gold in the Colony of Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1864. British 
Parliamentary Paper, small folio, drop title, pp. 8, [ii], and folding hand- 
coloured map of ‘Part of Western Tasmania’ including Macquarie Harbour ; 
stab-sewn as issued, in quarter calf folder. With a Tasmanian Parliamentary 
Paper of 1861 printing the journals of Tasmanian exploratory expeditions 
between 1824 and 1836 : pp.[ii], 12, 2, sewn as issued, the Craig copy.  
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

338   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Copies or extracts of any correspondence 
which may have taken place between the Secretary of State for the Colonial 
Department and the Governors of the Australian Provinces on the subject of 
secondary punishment. London, 1834. British Parliamentary Paper, small folio, 
pp. 90, with folding Chart of Forestier’s and Tasman’s Peninsulas, by George 
Frankland; quarter calf. Paper browned. With a similar British Paper on convict 
discipline, from 1845.                                                                                      $300-400 

 

339   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Report from the Select Committee on 
transportation, together with the minutes of evidence. London, 1837. Thick 
folio, pp. [iv], 318, 360, 62, with 6 folding lithographed maps ; contemporary 
half calf (back board stained),  bookplate of Van Diemen’s Land attorney         
T.W. Rowlands. Withdrawn stamp and marginal stamps of the Royal Society       
of Tasmania, some staining of text. 

Including the following maps : Australia by Arrowsmith, hand-coloured in 
outline (lightly browned, slight stub tear taped on verso);  New South Wales by 
Arrowsmith, hand-coloured in outline ; Van Dieman’s [sic] Land by Arrowsmith, 
hand-coloured in outline ; Chart of Forestier’s and Tasman’s Peninsulas by 
George Frankland ; and Plan of Sydney with Pyrmont, with a little hand-
colouring.                                                                                                       $1000-1500 

  

340   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Copies or extracts of any correspondence 
between the Secretary of State and the Governors of New South Wales and 
Van Diemen’s Land on the subject of secondary punishment. London, 1841. 



British Parliamentary Paper, small folio, pp. iv, 140, with 2 folding maps and 2 
folding plans ; uncut in binder’s cloth retaining the printed wrappers. A little 
foxing. The F.G. Coles/Craig copy. 

Including the following maps and plans (all with a little strengthening to edges 
or folds on versos) : Plan of Norfolk Island showing the general nature of the 
ground, hand-coloured (trimmed to border at bottom left for binding as usual); 
Chart of Tasman’s and Forestier’s Peninsulas, hand-coloured (trimmed to 
border at bottom left); Cells erected at the Female Factory, Parramatta, hand-
coloured; and Proposed buildings for prisoners under the system of 
confinement entertained by Capt. Maconochie, hand-coloured.            $500-600 

 

341   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Copies or extracts of any correspondence 
between the Secretary of State and the Governor of Van Diemen’s Land on the 
subject of convict discipline. Part 1 [and] Appendix to Part 1 [and] Part 2. 
London, 1843. Three British Parliamentary Papers in one volume, small folio, 
pp. 88, with folding Chart of Tasman’s and Forestier’s Peninsulas + 4 + 32 ; 
binder’s cloth.                                                                                                    $200-300  

 

342   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Van Diemen’s Land. Copies or extracts of any 
correspondence between the Secretary of State having the Department of the 
Colonies and the Governor of Van Diemen’s Land on the subject of convict 
discipline.  London, 1846. British Parliamentary Paper, small folio, pp. 254, with 
2 folding maps and 2 folding plans ; half calf. 

Including the following maps and plans : Map and chart of Norfolk Island from 
actual survey, 1840, hand-coloured (trimmed to border at bottom left for 
binding as usual) ; Chart of Tasman’s and Forestier’s Peninsulas, hand-
coloured; Cells erected at the Female Factory, Parramatta, hand-coloured ; and 
Proposed buildings for prisoners under the system of confinement and 
discipline entertained by Captain Maconochie, hand-coloured.              $600-800 

 

343   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Van Diemen’s Land. Copies or extracts of any 
correspondence between the Secretary of State having the Department of the 
Colonies and the Governor of Van Diemen’s Land on the subject of convict 
discipline [and] Continuation [and two related Papers]. London, 1846. Four 
British Parliamentary Papers in one volume, pp.70 with folding map of Van 
Diemen’s Land (cut close at bottom left) + 80 + 8 + 8; binder’s cloth. 
                                                                                                                             $300-400   



 

344   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Correspondence on the subject of convict 
discipline and transportation [and] Further correspondence [and] Further 
correspondence [and] Correspondence on the subject of convict discipline and 
transportation. London, 1847-48. Four British Parliamentary Papers, small 
folio, pp. 200 + 16 + 46 +144 with 6 folding plans ; half calf rebacked. 
Withdrawn library stamps on first title, some foxing.  

The plans, all but one hand-coloured, depict the convict barracks, Hobart; the 
chapel; the cells (2); and a tread wheel (2).                                                 $300-400 

 

345   GREAT BRITAIN, Parliament. Further correspondence on the subject of 
convict discipline [and] Further correspondence. London, 1849. Two British 
Parliamentary Papers in one volume, small folio, pp. iv, 282, with folding map     
+ viii, 262, with folding plate ; contemporary half calf rebacked. Some foxing, 
small stamp on first title. 

Including the following map and plate : Convict stations and establishments in 
Van Diemen’s Land, hand-coloured in outline  (trimmed to border at bottom 
left for binding as usual) ; and Moveable station for the accommodation of 
detached working parties, Van Diemen’s Land, hand-coloured (with short 
sealed tear).                                                                                                       $300-400   

 

346  [HINGSTON, James, editor]. Guide to excursionists  between Australia and 
Tasmania. Second edition. Melbourne, 1870.  Duodecimo ; original pictorial 
stiff wrappers cloth-backed (wearing).  A few marginal defects in first and last 
advertisement leaves.                                                                                      $150-200   

 

347   HULL, Hugh M. Tasmania in 1870. Hobart Town, 1870. Duodecimo, pp.36 
; bound without the wrappers and advertisements in trim modern quarter calf. 
Stamp of the Geological Society of London on title and following leaf.   
Very scarce.                                                                                                       $150-200   

 

348   MEREDITH, Louisa Anne. Bush friends in Tasmania. Native flowers, fruits 
and insects drawn from nature, with prose descriptions and illustrations in 
verse. Last series. London, 1891. Folio, with 14 chromolithographed plates 
including pictorial title and dedication leaf, and 9 other plates ; original gilt-



decorated cloth.  Becoming loose, as often, some foxing, but the plate surfaces 
hardly affected.  

Edition limited to 700 signed and numbered copies.                                $400-500 

 

349  [MEREDITH, Louisa Anne, editor]. Walch’s Tasmanian guide book :                   
a handbook  of information for all parts of the colony. Hobart Town, 1871.  
18mo, with large folding map (short closed stub tear) ; original cloth-backed 
boards (a little rubbed) with inset roundel photograph. Lacking front free 
endpaper.                                                                                                           $200-300 

 

350   PARKER, Henry Walter. The rise, progress, and present state of Van 
Diemen’s Land, with advice to emigrants.  London, 1833. Small octavo, with          
a folding hand-coloured map; half brown morocco, spine fully gilt, top edge 
gilt. First edition, a nice copy.                                                                         $600-800 

 

351   ROTH, H. Ling. The Aborigines of Tasmania. London, 1890. Octavo, with 
21 autotype plates; original cloth, top edge gilt.  Some foxing, a few leaves 
carelessly opened. 

First edition, limited to 200 numbered copies initialled by the author.  
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

352   ROTH, H. Ling. The Aborigines of Tasmania. Halifax, 1899. Large octavo, 
with a folding map, 19 plates, one folding, and illustrations ;  original cloth              
(a little flecked, endpapers cracking).  

Second edition, revised and enlarged, limited to 225 copies. Inscribed by the 
author to a Dr Forbes.                                                                                     $500-600  

 

353   SPURLING, Stephen and BEATTIE, J.W., photographers. Album of 60 
mounted Tasmanian views, albumen prints and a few gelatin silver ; 18 x 24        
or a little smaller, most titled on the negative, 1890s ; original half roan (a little 
worn). 

Nearly all by these two leading photographers : a fine compilation. 
                                                                                                                             $600-800 



 

353A    STONEY, H.Butler. A residence in Tasmania ; with a descriptive tour  
through the island from Macquarie Harbour to Circular Head. London, 1856. 
Octavo, with double-page map and 8 tinted lithographed plates; contemporary 
prize calf with gilt arms on the front board, spine fully gilt.  A fine and very 
attractive copy.                                                                                                 $400-600 

 

354   WIDOWSON, Henry. Present state of Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1829. 
Octavo, with a folding map; uncut in original cloth-backed-boards (front joint 
cracked, a bit stained, endpapers with some loss), remains of paper label. Map 
foxed and offset to title, otherwise clean internally. 

With the early bookplate of the Macarthurs of Camden Park : a very notable 
provenance.                                                                                                       $400-600 

 

 

 

 

                                                        QUEENSLAND   

 

355   BANFIELD, E.J. Within the Barrier. Tourists’ guide to the north 
Queensland coast. Brisbane, 1907. Quarto, pp.[iv], 104, illustrated from 
photographs ; original pictorial wrappers (with slight blemishes). Very scarce. 
                                                                                                                             $400-600 

 

356   BARTON, E. J. T., editor. The jubilee history of Queensland. Brisbane, 
[1909]. Quarto, profusely illustrated; original quarter roan (spine chipped).  

Scarce. The illustrations are a valuable photographic record, including 
panoramic views.                                                                                              $400-600 

 

357   BRAHMS, Vivian. The spirit of the Forty-second. Narrative of the 42nd 
Battalion, 11th Infantry Brigade, 3rd Division, Australian Imperial Forces, 
during the Great War, 1914-1918. Brisbane, 1938. Octavo, with plates from 



photographs; original cloth (front pastedown a little tape-stained) in wearing 
dustjacket. Signed by the author.                                                                  $400-600             

 

358   [COOTE, William]. Facts and figures from 1859 to 1862. No. 1: The 
financial history and condition of the Colony of Queensland. Second edition, 
revised and corrected [And] Facts and figures from 1862 to 1870. No 2 : The 
railway history and prospects of Queensland. Warwick, 1870. Two volumes 
octavo, pp. vi, 18 + 38, both double column ; binder’s cloth retaining the 
original lemon title-wrappers. Some foxing. 

All published and rare.                                                                                     $400-600   

 

359   CORFIELD, W.H.  Reminiscences of Queensland, 1862-1899. Brisbane, 
1921. Octavo, with plates from photographs ;  original pictorial boards  
(backstrip rubbed). Title browned, a good copy.  

Overlanding and bush life in north Queensland.                                        $200-250 

 

360   CURTIS, John. Shipwreck of the Stirling Castle, containing a faithful 
narrative of the dreadful sufferings of the crew and the cruel murder of 
Captain Fraser by the savages . . . to which is added the narrative of the wreck 
of the Charles Eaton in the same longitude. London, 1838. Octavo, with 
engraved map and 7 engraved plates ; contemporary half calf (a little worn). 
Browning and foxing, as usual with this book.                                            $400-500                                                                      

 

361   DAINTREE, Richard. Queensland, Australia. Its territory, climate and 
products. London, [1873]. Octavo, with 3 folding maps (one with closed tear), 
20 autotype plates from the author’s photographs and one other plate ; 
original cloth (flecked, spine faded). 

Very scarce, and of particular note for Daintree’s fine photographs (which are 
all present, despite the numbering).                                                          $800-1000 

 

362   DARLING DOWNS CENTENARY SOUVENIR, 1840-1940. [Toowoomba, 
1940].  Large quarto, pp. 176 [ii, index], illustrated throughout ; original title-
wrappers (discoloured  on either side of backstrip). A very good copy, scarce in 
this condition.                                                                                                   $200-300 



 

363   DE SATGE, Oscar. Pages from the journal of a Queensland squatter. 
London, 1901. Octavo, with 2 folding maps, portrait and numerous 
photographic illustrations, most full-page ; original cloth. Slight foxing, a nice, 
bright copy.                                                                                                        $400-600 

 

364   FIELD, Barron, editor. Geographical memoirs on New South Wales, by 
various hands : containing an account of the Surveyor-General’s [Oxley’s] late 
expedition to two new ports; the discovery of Moreton Bay River, with the 
adventures for seven months there of two shipwrecked men;  a route from 
Bathurst to Liverpool Plains ; together with other papers. London, 1825. 
Octavo, with aquatint frontispiece after J.W. Lewin, 4 folding engraved plates 
and 2 botanical plates on one folding sheet; contemporary half calf rebacked  
with the wearing original  spine mounted. Some foxing, heavy on frontispiece 
and one gathering, bold early signature on title (possibly A. J. Hockings, author 
of lot 371).                                                                                                         $400-600 

 

365  FOREMAN, Edgar. The history and adventures of a Queensland pioneer. 
Brisbane, 1928. Octavo, with full-page illustrations ; original cloth (slightly 
wor).Scarce. ‘Immensely informative about the Brisbane region from the 
1860s’—Walsh and Hooton.                                                                           $300-400                          

 

366   FRANKLIN, Edwin. The early days of Canungra and reminiscences [cover 
title]. Beaudesert, 1935. Octavo; original cloth-backed boards.              $200-300 

 

367   GREGORY, Augustus Charles and Francis Thomas. Journals of Australian 
explorations. Brisbane, 1884. Octavo ; original cloth (endleaves foxed as usual, 
back joint chipped). 

The complete record of the eight Gregory expeditions to northern, central and 
western Australia, between 1846 and 1861.                                               $300-400  

 

368   GUNN, Donald. Links with the past. A history of early days in Australia. 
Brisbane, 1937. Octavo, with frontispiece portrait and photographic 
illustrations; original half cloth.  



The author’s family settled at Goondiwindi in the Darling Downs in 1861.  

                                                                                                                             $200-250 

        

369  [GYMPIE]. HISTORICAL SKETCH OF GYMPIE, 1867-1927. Gympie, 1927. 
Quarto, pp.158, illustrated throughout and with tipped-in folding group 
portrait of Gympie pioneers ; original wrappers (some soiling, amateurishly 
rebacked). Fore-edge of title a little chipped. With Gympie’s Jubilee, 1867-
1917, Gympie, 1917 ; quarto, pp. 30 triple column, illustrated, in binder’s cloth 
retaining the original title-wrappers (laminated), with some foxing.     $200-300 

                                             

370  HARRISON, George, editor. Jubilee history of Ipswich. Brisbane, 1910. 
Quarto, with photographic illustrations throughout; original cloth (stained, 
spine wearing). Clean internally. With Ipswich, Queensland, Descriptive and 
illustrative views, Brisbane, [circa 1910] ; oblong octavo, with photographic 
illustrations including a folding panorama; original title-wrappers string-tied 
                                                                                                                             $300-400    

 

371  HOCKINGS, Albert John. The flower garden in Queensland. Brisbane, 1875. 
Small octavo ; original thin cloth boards. Rare.                                           $400-600 

 

372   JACK, Robert Logan. Northmost Australia. Three centuries of exploration 
and adventure in and around Cape York Peninsula, Queensland. London, 
[1921]. Two volumes large octavo, with 17 endpocket maps and numerous 
plates ; original cloth (a bit marked and flecked).                                      $200-300                                        

 

373   JARDINE, Frank and Alexander. Narrative of the overland expedition of 
the Messrs. Jardine, from Rockhampton to Cape York, northern Queensland. 
Compiled from the journals of the two brothers, and edited by Frederick J. 
Byerley. Brisbane, 1867. Octavo, with frontispiece portrait (mounted albumen 
photograph) and folding map (laid down to repair tears, with tape stains) ; 
original cloth (neatly rebacked, with new endpapers). A little foxing. 
Without the view of Somerset added to some copies. 

Presentation copy, inscribed by Alexander Jardine to the noted railway and 
mining engineer Robert Ballard, with his retained bookplate.                $600-800 



 

374   JORDAN, Henry. Queensland. Emigration to the new colony of Australia. 
Its geography, climate, agricultural possibilities and land laws. London, 1866. 
Duodecimo, pp. [ii, including map], 20 ; binder’s cloth retaining the original 
yellow title-wrappers. A little staining. ‘Two hundred and eightieth thousand’, 
but rare.                                                                                                             $200-300 

 

375   KNIGHT, John James. Historical sketch of the capital of Queensland .  . . 
with a description of Brisbane of today. Brisbane, 1897. Oblong octavo, with 18 
plates, and text illustrations ; original patterned cloth.  Some foxing.   $200-300 

 

376   KNIGHT, John James.  In the early days : history and incident of pioneer 
Queensland. Brisbane, 1895. Octavo, with frontispiece portrait and numerous 
illustrations; contemporary gilt-decorated plum morocco (spine faded), gilt 
edges. Some foxing but an attractive copy.                                                $200-300                                      

 

377  LOYAU, George E. The history of Maryborough and Wide Bay and Burnett 
Districts from the year 1850 to 1895. Brisbane, 1897. Octavo, with frontispiece, 
one other plate and numerous full-page illustrations ; original roan (head of 
spine defective). One opening stained.  With [LENNON, James], Maryborough 
District, Queensland, 1842-1924, Brisbane, [1924] ; oblong octavo, pp. 104 
double column, illustrated throughout, in original printed wrappers (backstrip 
worn), some foxing.                                                                                          $300-400  

 

378   MACARTNEY, John Arthur. Rockhampton fifty years ago. Reminiscences 
of a pioneer. [Rockhampton, 1909]. Octavo, pp.24, with 2 portraits; original 
title-wrappers. Some foxing.  Presentation copy, inscribed by the author.      
                                                                           $300-400 

 

379   MESTON, Archibald.  Queensland railway & tourists’ guide. Brisbane, 
[1891]. Octavo, with large folding map and 22 plates including lithographed 
views after J.W. Curtis; original gilt-stamped limp roan (a little worn). Scarce.   
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 



380   [MIDGLEY, Alfred]. The Queensland illustrated guide. For the use of 
farmers, fruit-growers, vignerons, and others. Brisbane, 1888. Octavo, with          
9 mounted photographs, albumen prints, by Paul Poulson, and folding coloured 
map in endpocket.  Slight foxing, a fine copy.                                   $400-600       

 

381   MITCHELL, Sir Thomas Livingstone.  Journal of an expedition into the 
interior of tropical Australia in search of a route from Sydney to the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. London, 1848. Octavo, with 7 engraved maps (4 folding), 10 tinted 
lithographed plates and one wood-engraved plate, text illustrations ; early 
twentieth-century half morocco, top edge gilt, by Larkins. A little marginal 
staining, one page stained.                                                                             $400-600         

 

382   [MOUNT ISA]. SOUVENIR OF MOUNT ISA. Brisbane, Federal Methodist 
Inland Mission, [1931]. Oblong octavo, pp. 52 with folding double-sided 
panorama, illustrations throughout ; original  printed wrappers.   

Rare : Trove records only the SLQ copy, misdated to between 1950 and 1975.  
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

383   PALMER, Edward. Early days in north Queensland. Sydney, 1903. Octavo, 
with a frontispiece portrait ; original cloth (slightly flecked).                   $200-300 

 

384  PHILLIPS, George. Pioneer railways for Queensland. Brisbane, 1892. 
Octavo, with 15 photographic plates, 2 double-page maps and one other plate ; 
original limp cloth (a little stained). With Queensland Railways, First half-
century, 1864-1914, Brisbane, [1914] ; pp.112 with coloured map and 
illustrated throughout, in original title-wrappers (slightly chipped, stain on back 
wrapper).  

The sleeper of the sale.                                                                                   $200-300 

 

385   PUGH’S QUEENSLAND ALMANAC, DIRECTORY AND LAW CALENDAR for 
1865 [-67]. Brisbane, 1865-67. Three volumes small octavo; the first two in 
modern calf, the third in worn contemporary cloth. The first volume lacking the 
signals plate.                                                                                                      $300-400      

 



386   IDEM, for 1873-75 and 1878-79.  Five volumes small octavo; the first two 
in contemporary cloth retaining the coloured wrappers; 1875 in contemporary 
half calf rebacked; 1878 in modern calf; 1879 in contemporary gilt-decorated 
calf, gilt edges. The 1878 volume lacks the signals plate but includes the map 
(repaired), which was an optional extra with early editions of the almanac, and 
was later offered with the more expensive, clothbound issue.               $600-800                                            

 

387  IDEM, for 1880-89. Ten volumes octavo ; six in original cloth, which is 
worn and stained on four of them ; two in contemporary cloth; two in modern 
calf. With 4 of the 5 maps called for (one crudely repaired, one splitting along       
a fold) ; 6 of the 7 signals plates, and 2 of the 4 Brisbane plans (one  defective).      
                                                                                                                             $600-800 

 

388   IDEM, for 1890-96. Seven volumes octavo; five in original cloth, the 
spines worn;  one in contemporary calf, with gilt edges ; one in later cloth. 
With 5 of the 7 signals plates.                                                                        $300-400 

 

389   IDEM, for 1899-1902, 1904-06. Seven volumes thick large octavo; original 
cloth, spines worn on four (one with joints split).        

The 1899 and 1900 editions, which are the best of the Pugh almanacs, with          
a profusion of photographic views and coloured town plans, are in good 
condition (a few advertisement leaves in the 1899 volume detached).   
                                                                                                                             $300-400  

                                                                                                                               

390   IDEM, for 1911, 1914-17, 1920, 1925-26. Eight volumes octavo; six in 
original cloth, a bit stained or worn on two of them; 1920 in original wrappers; 
1911 in later cloth. All but one volume complete with its map.              $200-300                      

 

391   QUEENSLAND PUNCH. Volume 1 [3 & 4]. Brisbane, 1878-82. Three 
volumes quarto, with plates and numerous illustrations ; the first volume in 
contemporary boards (spine deficient), the others in original collective 
wrappers (a little worn). Paper discoloured in places. Rare.                    $500-600 

 



392   ROTH, Walter E. Ethnological studies among the north-west-central 
Queensland Aborigines. Brisbane, 1897. Tall octavo, with map, 23 plates, some 
coloured, and folding table ; original cloth. A very good copy.                $400-600 

 

393   SAVILLE- KENT, William. The Great Barrier Reef of Australia. London, 
[1893]. Thick large quarto, with folding map and 64 plates (16 coloured) ; 
original cloth (some marking). A little foxing. With the large engraved 
bookplate of Walter Schmidt, by Alois Kolb.                                               $300-400                                                                                    

 

394  SOUTHPORT, Q. [Brisbane, Southport Publicity Committee, 1936]. Oblong 
octavo, pp. 36 illustrated throughout; original title-wrappers with cut-out 
window. 

Rare : Trove records only the SLQ copy.                                                       $200-300 

 

395   SOUVENIR. Reception of Lord and Lady Lamington. [Brisbane, 1896]. 
Oblong octavo, pp. 64 double column, illustrated throughout, including town 
views; original pictorial title-wrappers (chipped). Some foxing. 

The new Governor.  Rare: Trove records only the SLNSW copy.             $200-300                                              

 

396   [STANTHORPE]. Souvenir of Stanthorpe. Brisbane, 1910. Small oblong 
octavo, pp. 64, illustrated throughout ‘with photo-engravings by L.T. Jobson, 
photographic artist’; original printed wrappers.                                         $200-300 

 

397   STEVENSON, James B.  Seven years in the Australian bush.  Liverpool, 
1880. Octavo ; well bound in quarter calf. Blank corner restored to title, a little 
foxed. With  STIRLING, Archibald W., The Never Never Land, A ride in north 
Queensland, second edition, 1884 ; in original pictorial cloth (spine a little worn).  

The author of the first-named arrived at Moreton Bay in the 1860s, when he 
was eighteen.                                                                                                    $300-400  

 

398   THOMSON, James Park. Jubilee of Thursday Island. Brisbane, 1927. 
Octavo, pp. 10 double column, illustrated ; original title-wrappers. Rare.      
                                                                                                                             $200-300                        



 

399   TOUR OF THE MINISTER FOR LANDS, Hon. E.H. Macartney, in the Darling 
Downs and Maranoa Districts, May and June, 1911. [Brisbane, 1911]. Oblong 
octavo, with 20 photographic plates and route map; original gilt-lettered cloth, 
gilt edges.  

Rare : Trove records only the SLQ copy.                                                      $300-400       

 

400   TRAILL, William Henry. A queenly colony. Pen sketches and camera 
glimpses. Brisbane, [1901].  Large quarto, with 2 maps, and photographic 
illustrations throughout; original gilt-stamped cloth. Very small corner clipped 
from front endpaper, an excellent copy.                                                     $200-300                                                 

 

401   TYRWHITT, Walter S. The new chum in the Queensland bush. Oxford, 
[1887].  Octavo ; original pictorial cloth (spine rubbed). Scarce.             $200-300                        

 

402   VIEWS SEEN FROM QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS. Brisbane, [circa 1915]. 
Three volumes oblong quarto, each with 20 plates; original pictorial wrappers (a 
little worn). 

South coast and seaside; Southern and Western Districts ;  Northern scenes & 
Central District.                                                                                                 $300-400 

 

402A   WALKER, J.T. History of Bundaberg. A typical Queensland agricultural 
settlement. Brisbane, 1890. Octavo, with mounted albumen photograph of 
Bourbon Street as frontispiece and folding table ; original cloth ( spine 
wearing).                                                                                                            $300-400 

 

403   WELSBY, Thomas. Schnappering and fishing in the Brisbane River and 
Moreton Bay waters. Brisbane, 1905. Octavo, with plates and folding map; 
original pictorial cloth (a little rubbed).  

A good copy of Welsby’s first book.                                                              $300-400 

 



404   [WOOSLEY, F.C.]. Fertile Queensland. A story of progress. [Brisbane, 
1908]. Quarto, pp.36 triple column, illustrated throughout ; original title-
wrappers in later cloth. Small tape repair to last leaf.  

Rare. Including numerous photographs of farm homesteads.                 $200-300 

 

405   YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.  Cornerstone souvenir.  
Brisbane, 1907. Oblong octavo, pp. 72 illustrated throughout; original title-
wrappers.   

Commemorating the construction of the Association’s grand new building; 
including views of Brisbane.                                                                           $200-300 

 

 

                                                    THE GOLD RUSHES 

 

406   BROWN, Henry. Victoria, as I found it, during five years of adventure, in 
Melbourne, on the roads, and the gold fields ; with an account of quartz 
mining, and the great rush to Mount Ararat and Pleasant Creek. London, 1862. 
Large duodecimo ; original cloth (a little marked,  spine dulled). Very scarce. 
                                                                                                                            $600-800 

 

407   CLARKE, W.B. Plain statements and practical hints respecting the 
discovery and working of gold in Australia. Sydney, 1851. Octavo, pp.32 ; in 
marbled wrappers. Very scarce.                                                                    $400-600                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

408   CRAIG, William.  My adventures on the Australian goldfields. London, 
1903. Octavo ; original pictorial cloth ( slightly bumped).                         $200-300    

 

409   D’EWES, John. China, Australia and the Pacific islands in the years 1851-
56. London, 1857. Duodecimo, with 2 plates ; original gilt-pictorial purple cloth, 
gilt edges. One plate foxed.  

Including a long chapter (pp. 29-112) on his experiences as a police magistrate 
at Ballarat, with an account of Eureka.                                                         $400-600 



 

410   THE EMIGRANT’S ALMANACK, and the guide to the gold-fields, for the 
year 1854. London, Cassell, [1854]. Octavo, pp. 80, [viii] with folding map (fold 
splits skilfully repaired with tissue), and 12 full-page wood-engraved 
illustrations including 10 of Victorian gold fields; half calf. 

Rare : only two  locations on Trove ( SLNSW and Deakin).                   $1500-2000      

 

411  HARGRAVES, Edward Hammond. Australia and its gold fields. London, 
1855. Octavo, with a portrait and folding map hand-coloured in outline ;  
original gilt-decorated cloth (lightly marked). A little foxing.                   $400-600                           

 

412   HOWITT, William. Land, labour, and gold ; or, two years in Victoria; with 
visits to Sydney and Van Diemen’s Land. London, 1855. Two volumes octavo ;  
bound without the second half-title in contemporary half calf with red and 
green labels. Some foxing.                                                                              $300-400 

 

413   MURRAY’S GUIDE TO THE GOLD DIGGINGS. The Australian gold diggings : 
where they are, and how to get to them; with letters from settlers and diggers 
telling how to work them. London, ‘Australian & New Zealand Gazette’ Office, 
1852. Small octavo, pp.iv, 100 ; bound without the inserted terminal 
advertisements in half calf. One page slightly stained, a very good copy. Rare.    
                                                                                                                           $800-1000 

 

414   [PATTERSON, J.A.]. The gold fields of Victoria in 1862. Melbourne, 1862. 
Duodecimo ; original purple cloth (faded).  Text spotted as always. 

Signed on the title by Suetonius H. Officer, pastoralist, for whom see the 
interesting entry in ADB.                                                                                 $300-400   

 

415   PHILLIPS, John Arthur. Gold-mining and assaying : a scientific guide for 
Australian emigrants. London, 1852. Small octavo, with frontispiece and text 
illustrations; original cloth (slightly worn, front endpaper a little blemished).     
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 



416   SHERER, John. The gold-finder of Australia ; how he went, how he fared 
and how he made his fortune. London, [1853]. Octavo, with 48 wood-engraved 
plates including additional pictorial title, mostly after S.T. Gill ; nineteenth-
century half calf,  spine fully gilt with red and green labels. Some foxing, but an 
attractive copy, with the bookplate of W. R. Griffiths, by Adrian Feint. 
                                                                                                                             $400-500 

 

417   SHERER, The gold-finder of Australia, another copy, in nineteenth-century 
half morocco (joints rubbed), top edge gilt. Text foxed, the plates largely 
unaffected.                                                                                                         $250-300 

 

418   SMYTH, R. Brough. The gold fields and mineral districts of Victoria. 
Melbourne, 1869. Thick large octavo, with large folding map, 12 folding plans 
or sections, some folding, and 5 other plates ; well-bound in half calf.         
                                                                                                                             $400-600 

 

                                                                                                  

                         --------------------------------------------------------- 

 

                                                                                                                   

419   BARRINGTON, George. A voyage to New South Wales ; with a description 
of the country ; the manners, customs, religion, &c. of the natives in the 
vicinity of Botany Bay. Philadelphia, 1796.  Duodecimo, with the half-title and 
terminal advertisement leaf; contemporary speckled calf (front board 
detached), in folding cloth box with leather label.  Uniformly browned as usual, 
a little staining. 

The first American edition.                                                                             $300-400 

 

420   BARRINGTON, George. Voyage à Botany-Bay. Avec une description du 
pays, des moeurs, des coutumes et la religion des natifs. Paris, An VI [1798]. 
Octavo, with the half-title ; uncut in contemporary French quarter calf, spine 
with gilt ornaments ( free endpaper removed). A few small marginal defects,         
an attractive copy. 

The first translation from the Barrington literature.                                  $400-600 



                       

421   BARRINGTON, George. An account of a voyage to New South Wales. 
London, 1803. Octavo, with engraved title including coloured vignette, portrait, 
folding coloured map and 10 coloured plates ; contemporary tree calf well 
rebacked  (joints rubbed). Foxed, but plates largely unaffected (one bound 
upside down).                                                                                                    $400-600 

 

422   [BLIGH]. THE LITERARY MAGAZINE AND BRITISH REVIEW. VOL.IV. London, 
1790. Octavo, with engraved title and 13 engraved plates ; contemporary half 
calf (slightly worn). 

Including ‘An account of the mutiny on board His Majesty’s Ship Bounty, 
commanded by Lieutenant Bligh, and the passage of the ship’s launch, from 
the South Seas to the island of Timor’, pp. 409-16 printed double column, with          
a folding chart of the track of the launch. An early account, not in Spence.    
                                                                                                                             $600-800 

 

423   BUCHANAN, David, late M.P. for Morpeth. Political portraits of some of 
the members of the Parliament of New South Wales.  Sydney, [1863]. Octavo, 
pp.58 ; quarter calf retaining the printed front wrapper. A little waterstaining. 

Often intemperate, and rare. Inscribed by the author to one of the subjects of 
his pen, five-times premier of New South Wales, John Robertson, who has 
added some illuminating comments.                                                            $300-400 

 

424   BUNCE, Daniel. Australasiatic  reminiscences, or three years’ wanderings 
in Tasmania and the Australias ; including travels with Dr Leichhardt in north or 
tropical  Australia. Melbourne, 1857. Duodecimo, with wood-engraved portrait; 
bound without the half-title and the 4 terminal advertisement leaves, in early 
grained cloth.  Occasional stains. 

The first edition of Bunce’s account of Leichhardt’s second expedition, of 1846-47.    
                                                                                                                              $300-400 

 

425   BURKE AND WILLS. Australian Exploring Expedition. Copy of all 
despatches from Sir Henry Barkly and of the other colonial governors on the 
subject of the Australian Exploring Expedition. London, 1862. British Commons 



paper, small folio, pp.iv, 92, with 2 coloured maps, one folding ; disbound.                  
                                                                                                                             $300-400 

 

426     [BURKE AND WILLS]. Royal Society of Victoria. Progress Reports and 
Final  Report of the Exploration Committee. [Melbourne, 1863]. Small folio, 
pp.[vi],  
8,4,2,6,4,4,8,6,6,8; original labelled stiff wrappers. Some marginal staining.  

The collective printing of the Committee’s eight reports of 1857-63. A rarely 
seen ‘Supplementary Final Report’ was issued in 1873.                           $300-400 

 

427  COLLINS, David. An account of the English Colony in New South Wales, 
from its first settlement in January 1788 to August 1801.  The second edition. 
London, 1804.  Quarto, with frontispiece portrait, 2 charts (one folding) and 31 
plates (5 coloured, 8 in the text) ; in broken contemporary speckled calf. A little 
marginal staining on one leaf, otherwise a clean binding copy of the superior 
issue with the natural history plates coloured.                                       $1000-1500 

 

428   CURR, Edward M. The Australian race : its origins, languages, customs.   
Melbourne, 1886-87. Three volumes octavo, with 19 plates and a folding table 
included in the pagination, and large folio atlas of comparative vocabularies, 
with folding coloured map in an endpocket ; fine in binder’s cloth (which is          
a little stained on the atlas volume).                                                            $600-800 

 

429   DAVID, Andrew, editor. The charts and coastal views of Captain Cook’s 
voyages. London, 1988-97. Three volumes folio, profusely illustrated, partly in 
colour ; original cloth (bottom fore-corners bumped) in dustjackets.                
With  JOPPIEN and SMITH, The art of Captain Cook’s voyages, Melbourne, 
1985-87 : four volumes folio, spines of jackets sunned, box bumped.   $400-500            

 

430   ELLIOT, W.Rodger and JONES, David L.  Encyclopaedia of Australian plants 
suitable for cultivation. Melbourne, 1980-2000.  Nine volumes octavo, 
illustrated throughout in colour; original boards in dustjackets. With 
supplements 1-5, in the matching plastic ring binder.  Scarce complete, as here.  
                                                                                                                             $600-800 

 



431   GILES, Ernest. Geographic travels in central Australia from 1872 to 1874. 
Melbourne, 1875. Octavo, with a folding map (sealed tear, crossing about one-
tenth of the surface, from the stub); original gilt-decorated cloth. A little 
foxing.  
                                                                                                                             $300-400                                                                                                                            

 

432   [GOVETT, William]. Sketches of New South Wales. [Numbers I-XX, from 
volumes 9 and 10 of The Saturday Magazine, London, 1836-37]. Large octavo, 
with woodcut illustrations throughout ; disbound.  

A set of the only contemporary printings, of which Ferguson records only the 
first 14 numbers.                                                                                              $200-300   

 

433   GRIFFITH, Charles. The present state and prospects of the Port Phillip 
District of New South Wales. Dublin, 1845. Octavo, with a woodcut frontispiece 
of ‘a Native of Australia engaged in a corrobaree’ ; original blind-stamped 
cloth. 

A fine copy, rare in this condition.                                                           $1000 -1500                      

 

434   HALLACK, E.H. Western Australia and the Yilgarn goldfields. Adelaide, 
1891. Octavo, pp. [8], 34 double column, [28] ; original printed wrappers             
(unevenly faded, backstrip a little chipped). Rare.                                      $500-700                       

 

435  INGLETON, Geoffrey C.  Matthew Flinders, navigator and chartmaker. 
[And] FLINDERS, Matthew, Private journal, 1803-14. London and Melbourne, 
1986. Two volumes small folio, the first profusely illustrated, partly in colour, 
the second being a facsimile of Flinders’s manuscript journal kept during his 
captivity in Mauritius ; quarter leather gilt, gilt edges, in labelled cloth slipcase. 
Davidson bookplates. 

The finely produced deluxe issue with the additional volume, limited to 550 
signed and numbered sets.                                                                             $400-500 

 

436  KELLY, Alexander C. The vine in Australia: its culture and management. 
Second thousand. Melbourne, 1862. Octavo, with map, 9 wood-engraved 
plates and text illustrations ;  original cloth-backed decorated boards with 



spine label (back board a little creased, blot on label). Title foxed.         
                                     $600-800          

 

437  KELLY, Alexander C. Wine-growing in Australia, and the teachings of 
modern writers on vine-culture and wine-making.  Adelaide, 1867. Octavo, 
with a few text illustrations; original cloth (a little worn and marked).            
                $600-800 

 

438  [KELLY]. THE ILLUSTRATED SYDNEY NEWS. Saturday, 10 July, 1880. Folio, 
pp.24 triple column, with 4 lithographed plates and illustrations throughout ; 
sewn as issued.  

Largely devoted to the capture of the Kelly Gang, the account including 12 
illustrations, two of them full-page tinted lithographs of Kelly in and out of 
armour.                                $600-800 

 

439  [MELBOURNE OLYMPICS PROPOSAL]. Melbourne, Invitation Committee,  
[1948]. Folio, with photographic plates and 4 folding plates of stadium 
designs ; original lambskin with enamelled metal crest mounted on front 
board.      
Scarce.                                                                                                                $300-400     

 

440   MITCHELL, Thomas Livingstone. Three expeditions into the interior of 
eastern Australia. London, 1838. Two volumes octavo, with 2 engraved maps, 
lithographed pictorial titles and 49 lithographed plates, some coloured;  
attractive contemporary tree calf (a little worn). Lacking the folding map, 
uncoloured plates foxed.                                                                                $200-300   

 

441   MUNDY, Godfrey Charles. Our Antipodes : or residence and rambles in  
the  Australasian colonies. With a glimpse of the gold fields. London, 1852. 
Three volumes octavo, with 15 tinted lithographed plates; contemporary blue 
calf, spines fully gilt and capped with a crest (the second volume rebacked with 
the spine mounted). 

An attractive set of the first edition, which was overlooked by Ferguson.    
                                                                                                                            $400- 600 



 

442   PARKINSON, Sydney, del. Banksia ericifolia. Botany Bay, Australia, 28 
April-6 May 1770. [London, Alecto Editions in association with the British 
Museum], 1986. Coloured engraving, 45 x 30 centimetres; framed and glazed. 

From Banks’ Florilegium : finely printed from the original copperplates 
commissioned by Banks, with colour added `a la poupée.                       $400-600         

 

 

443   PARRAMATTA  OBSERVATORY. A very good compilation on the history    
of  this observatory, by Geoffrey Ingleton : consisting of journal extracts, press 
cuttings and photocopies,  and including a window-mounted copy of H.C. 
Russell’s The Sydney Observatory, History and progress, Sydney, 1882, pp.16, 
with a bibliography ; bound in  two volumes, small folio, cloth with leather 
spine labels. 

A typically assiduous Ingleton production.                                                  $200-300 

 

444   PECK, B.C. Recollections of Sydney, the capital of New South Wales. 
London, 1850. Duodecimo, with folding hand-coloured ‘New Plan of the Town 
of Sydney’ ; original cloth. Slight chip from bottom fore-margin of title, a very 
good copy of an uncommon book.                                                                $500-700       

 

445   PERRY, Charles James C.  A brief treatise on collisions at sea and 
shipwrecks. A research into the cause of those disasters, and an introduction  
of a preventive in the use of the patent anti-collision dial and shipwreck 
preventor. Melbourne, 1860. Octavo, with 12 diagrammatic plates ; original 
blind-stamped cloth, the front board gilt-lettered. Tidemark on a few leaves, 
but a very good copy, with a presentation inscription from the author. Rare.      
                                                                                                                             $400-600   

 

 446   SMYTH, R. Brough.  The Aborigines of Victoria ; with notes relating to the 
habits of the natives of other parts of Australia and Tasmania . Melbourne, 
1876 [reprinted in facsimile, Melbourne, 1972].  Two volumes thick large 
octavo, with 2 folding maps, plates and text illustrations ; original cloth in 
dustjackets.  Fine.                                                                                             $300-400                 



 

447   SMYTH, R. Brough, The Aborigines of Victoria, another set, also fine in 
jackets.                                                                                                               $300-400 

 

448   SWINTON, Archibald. Report of the trial of Thomas Hunter, Peter Hacket, 
Richard McNeil, James Gibb, and William McLean, operative cotton-spinners in 
Glasgow, before the High Court of Justiciary, at Edinburgh . . . for the crimes of 
illegal conspiracy and murder. Edinburgh, 1838. Octavo, with a large folding  
plan ; a fine copy in modern half calf. 

Ferguson 2522aa (collation omitting the plan). The accused were convicted of 
‘conspiracy to keep wages up’ and sentenced to be transported for seven 
years.                                                                                                                  $300-400 

 

449   WHITE, John. Journal of a voyage to New South Wales. London, 1790. 
Quarto, engraved title with vignette and 65 engraved plates ; nineteenth-
century half olive morocco (spine neatly repaired at head and foot, a little 
rubbed), top edge gilt, other edges uncut. A few small tears (three just 
entering a plate, short of the engraved surface), slight foxing but most plates 
clean.       The second appendix bound after the title. 

First issue, with leaves Kk4 and Hh4 uncancelled.                                $2000- 2500      

 

450   WILLIAMSTOWN ILLUSTRATED.  Williamstown, 1904. Oblong octavo,        
pp. [64] illustrated throughout from photographs; original title-wrappers 
(slightly marked, backstrip a little chipped). Very scarce.                         $300-400                                   

 

                        ------------------------------------------------ 

 


